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February 18

Today, I am delighted to welcome
Ian Keable, author of the book

Charles Dickens Magician:

Conjuring in Life, Letters and
Literature, as a guest poster on

the Death and Mr Pickwick

facebook page. So, here is the first

of Ian’s five posts.



$
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Forster and Dickens

“Stephen, in Death and Mr Pickwick,
imagines a scene between Dickens and
John Forster plotting the means of
deliberately underplaying Seymour’s role

in the creation of Pickwick.

'There are ways it can be done,’ said
Forster, 'so that even if you were
contradicted you would have a reply. I

know how to make the scheme congenial
to you. Think of it as an audacious
conjuring trick, if you like.’

Dickens replies: 'But a good magician's
secrets are not found out. I am uneasy.’

The chances are that in real life Dickens
and Forster (shown as a young man in the
portrait) would have haa many a
conversation about conjuring.



“This is because we know from a letter sent to his good
friend Cornelius Felton (shown left), whom he had met
earlier that year on his trip to America, that Dickens
purchased his first set of magic props with the help of
Forster. The relevant extract is as follows:

‘The actuary of the national debt couldn’t calculate the
number of children who are coming here on Twelfth
Night, in honour of Charlie’s birthday, for which occasion
I have provided a magic lantern and diverse other
tremendous engines of that nature. But the best of it is

that Forster and I have purchased between us the entire
stock in trade of a conjurer, the practice and display

whereof is entrusted to me.’

The letter was written on 31st December, 1842 and is the
first indication of Dickens’s interest in conjuring. He
would do his first show six days later on 6th January,
1 843. We know that it was a success because, a month
later, he is writing to the man who acted as nis assistant,

Clarkford Stansfield, about 'exciting reports of the
conjurationswe performed on Twelfth Night.

’



ANNOTATED
Christmas Carol

»*A CHRISTMASCAROLA.

fryCHARLES DICKENS
ILLUSTRATED 1IVJOHN LEECH

“Dickens seems to have used a number of
assistants in his conjuring shows, depending
on which of his friends was around at the
time. In 1849, at one of his final recorded
conjuring shows, it was John Leech, yet
another Brilliant illustrator for Dickens with A
Christmas Carol. And we know that Forster
was also inveigled into the role when Dickens
performed at a birthday party for the wife of
the actor William Macready in December
1843. Jane Carlyle, who attended the party,
wrote:

‘Dickens and Forster above all exerted
themselves till the perspiration was pouring
down and they seemed drunk with their

efforts! Only think of that excellent Dickens
playing the conjuror for one whole hour—the
best conjuror I ever saw—(and I have paid
money to see several)—ana Forster acting as
his servant!’”



February 18

Peter Stadlera now posts about a

food for the sweet-toothed which

is mentioned in Death and Mr
Pickwick ...and the perfect place to

store it!

“In Death and Mr Pickwick we read

about almond toffees or

‘hardbake’. Hardbake is a

sweetmeat made of boiled sugar or

treacle with blanched almonds.



“And I've found a US company
selling those toffees under the

name ‘Tiny Tim’, a reference to

the character in Dickens’s A
Christmas Carol.
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Here is the second in the series of guest posts by
Ian Keable.

Conjuring References

“When writing my book Charles Dickens
Magician: Conjuring in Life, Letters and
Literature (2014), I read all his novels to
discover if there were any references to

conjuring in them. Pickwick Papers
unfortunately was barren in this respect. Given
that Dickens didn't start getting seriously

interested in magic until 1842, this might seem
unsurprising. But the most quoted conjuring
citation appears in Oliver Twist (Fagin says:

‘Some conjurers say that number three is the
magic number, and some say number seven. It's

neither, my friend, neither. It's number one.');

whilst in The Old Curiosity Shop is the only
depiction by Dickens of a fictional conjurer (a

street entertainer called Sweet William who
‘earned his living by showing tricks upon the
cards’). And both of these books also pre-date
1842.



“Being pedantic - and that of course is the raison
d'etre for those of us who are reading these type
of posts • the above references are not strictly

of a conjuring nature. By that I mean they could
have been written by somebody who had no
inside knowledge of magic tricks. I was more
interested in whether Dickens came up with an
allusion that only a person who had dabbled in

actual magic performing could have written.

There are a few that fit this stringent criteria.

The best is from Bleak House where the lawyer,

Mr Tulkinghorn, is described as having ‘the

honour of acting as legal adviser of the
Dedlocks, and has as many cast-iron boxes in his

office with that name outside, as if the present
baronet were the coin of the conjuror’s trick,

and were constantly being juggled through the
whole set.’ This is a reference to a trick that
Dickens himself performed, known as the Coin in

Nest of Boxes. (Shown in the photo.) Essentially

a coin vanishes and is found in the innermost box
of seven boxes, all inside one another akin to a
Russian Doll.
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Here is a great post by Peter Stadlera on
Dickens's brother Fred. It is quite a
coincidence that Fred married a woman
whose surname was WELLER. The name
appeared at various moments in Dickens's

life. And yet, I don't think it is a very
common name -

I have never personally
known a Weller, and the only Weller I can
immediately think of is Paul Weller, the
musician. Things like this made me think that
a slight supernatural element should be
included in Death and Mr Pickwick -

1 wanted
some supernatural element anyway (and that
appears overtly in the Der Freischutz
section), to echo the supernatural
component of The Pickwick Papers, but I

wanted to suggest that there were forces of
'destiny' at work, in the lives of Seymour and
Dickens. The magpie which appears at the
start of Death ana Mr Pickwick represents
those forces.



“In Death and Mr Pickwick we read

about Boz’s brother Fred (1820-

1868). Frederick was the son of

John Dickens and Elizabeth Barrow

and Charles Dickens' younger

brother. He lived with Charles

when he moved to Furnival's Inn in

1834.



ntr?

if At *4r love with 1 5 year-old Anna Weller, a match
that Charles disapproved of as he did not
trust the girl (please have a look at the first

page of Dickens’s letter to his brother). This
caused a rift between the two brothers. Fred
married Anna on 30 December 1 848 despite
Charles's misgivings, but in 1858 the couple
applied for a judicial separation on the
grounds of adultery. Anna was granted
alimony, which Fred Dickens refused to pay,
leaving the country. On his return in 1 8o2 ne
was arrested and imprisoned for debt. Fred
spent the last years of his life as an
alcoholic. After the separation from his wife
he moved to Darlington in the North-East of
England, where he lived in the home of a
retired innkeeper whom he had known in

London. Frederick Dickens died at the age of
48 from asphyxia caused by a burst abscess
on his lung. He is buried in Darlington, within
the grounds of the town's West Cemetery.





“Incidentally, in yesterday's post I

mentioned Tiny Tim's candies. The

manufacturer of these, with

reference to A Christmas Carol,

donates ten percent of all profits

directly to ‘families with injured

children, broken homes, and the

ever increasing unemployed who
have one or more children.’”
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Here is the third in the series of guest posts by
Ian Keable.

Forensic Analysis

"Part of the appeal of Death and Mr Pickwick to

me was Stephen’s forensic unravelling of the
question of who had actually created Mr
Pickwick. I always find it interesting how one
biographer is happy to accept the word of a
predecessor without going Back to the original

provenance. It is only by doing this that you can
uncover the actual truth.

Part of the reason for writing my book Charles
Dickens Magician: Conjuring in Life, Letters and
Literature was to correct all the anomalies that
had been perpetuated by various writers on
Dickens as a conjurer • both magic historians and
Dickensians. One of my favourite books of recent
years about Dickens in this respect was Simon
Callow’s Charles Dickens and the Great Theatre
of the Magic (2012), which managed to get
practically everything wrong.



“This is because Callow relied almost
exclusively on one source for his information:
Heathcote Williams’ What Larks! Charles
Dickens Conjuror (1995). The fact that
Williams (shown left) was a fellow actor
perhaps influenced Callow’s choice of source.

So Callow quotes extensively from an article

about magic that he claimed was written by
Dickens (it wasn’t); he misidentifies the
mind-reading conjurer whom Dickens saw in

Boulogne in 1854 (the conjuror was actually
Alfred de Caston, shown in the photo on the
next page); he gets confused with his dates
as to when Dickens started conjuring; he
states that Dickens ‘performed large-scale
illusions’ (he only did small apparatus tricks);

and he claims that Dickens always took on
the guise of an Indian conjurer - when
actually he also performed as a Chinese
magician and as Mephistopheles.



“All relatively inconsequential points, it could
be argued, in the overall scheme of things. But
given that our information on Dickens as a
conjurer is very limited, it all adds up to
creating the wrong impression of his short-lived

conjuring career.

I suspect, however, that my book will fail to
register with future Dickensian writers; and the
myths will continue to be perpetuated. Let’s

face it: who are future historians going to rely

on for their point of reference on Dickens as a
conjurer? One by renowned actor and
biographical writer Simon Callow? Or an obscure,
self-published book by a complete unknown?

I hope the same fate isn’t suffered by Death and
Mr Pickwick. Who will subsequent researchers
believe when it comes to the true inventor of
Pickwick? A novel written by a non-historian? Or
the myriad of books penned by Dickensian
experts? I wouldn’t want to place money on it.”
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Peter Stadlera now posts about an American
writer, Nathaniel Parker Willis, who met Dickens,
and who provided a very different view of the
man from the traditional one: the Dickens that
Willis met, just prior to Pickwick, was an
obsequious man, not the man of iron-hard will of

the traditional accounts. Of course, the
obsequious Dickens would very likely follow
Seymour's lead, and so what Willis says is very
important in the debate about the origin of

Pickwick. But what is also interesting is the
response of Dickensians to Willis. JWT Ley, the
Dickensian of the 1 920s whom I have written

about before, accused Willis of lying, and said

that Willis wasn't even in Europe at the time he
claimed to have met Dickens. This is a
fabrication by Ley. When I pointed this out on
the online Dickensian forum DICKNS-L. what I

said was dismissed as "garbage ", the discussion

was immediately closed down, and I was
informed that I would be given no right of reply.

A
ly.



Peter Stadlera: “In Death andMr Pickwickwe read about
the American writer Nathaniel Parker Willis and wonder
who this man was. Nathaniel Parker Willis (1806-1867),
editor, essayist, journalist, novelist, playwright, poet and
travel writer was born second in a family of nine children
in Maine and schooled in Boston. He attended Yale and
travelled extensively in Europe. His sister was Fanny
Fern. In 1831 he left Boston to join the editorial staff of
the New York Mirror as a travelling correspondent
discoursing on matters of taste ana fashion. Willis

expressed admiration for the work of Edgar Allan Poe and
even claimed an acquaintance with him. In October 1844
Poe worked on the staff of TheEveningMirror, which
Willis edited along with George Pope Morris as a sub-
editor. writing ana securing material for the
miscellaneous columns, ana publishing The Raven in

January 1845. Along with James R. Lowell and Poe’s
chosen literary executor, Rufus Griswold, Willis edited
The Works of the late Edgar Allan Poe, with a memoir by
Rufus Wilmot Griswold and notices of his life and genius,
by N. P. Willis and J. R. Lowell (1850). WiUis also
provided an account of the death of Poe to accompany
Richard Henry Stoddard’s and James R. Lowell’s

introduction to The Works of Edgar Allan Poe.



“As an editor, apart from the Evening
Mirror, he was associated with periodicals

like the American Monthly Magazine, the
Weekly Mirror, and the National Press

which changed its title to the Home
Journal in 1846 (and during the twentieth

century became the publication Town and
Country). His works include Dashes at life

with a free pencil (1845), Rural Letters

and other records of thought at leisure,

written in the intervals of more hurried

literary labor (1849), Pencillings by the
Way: written during some years of
residence and travel in Europe (1853) and
People I have met; or, Pictures of Society

and People of Mark, drawn under a thin

veil of fiction (1850).



“He also produced volumes of poetry

such as Sacred Poems (1869) which
relates verse to Biblical events.

Willis’ plays, Bianca Visconti

(produced at the Park Theater in

1837) and Tortesa the Usurer are
verse melodramas set in Italy; the

latter was praised in a review by Poe
as one of the best American plays.

Willis wrote about domestic travel in

accounts like American Scenery

(1840); he also related his excursions

abroad, in A Summer cruise in the

Mediterranean on Board an American
Frigate (1853).
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And so we come to the fourth in the series of guest posts
by Ian Keable. Ian raises the question of Forster's

involvement in the fraud about Pickwicks origin. I made
Forster the driving force of the scheme after! had read
what historians thought about Forster's work, and seeing
evidence that Forsterwas not to be trusted
entirely possible that Dickens
not Forster. Perhaps the truth

indeed, perhaps tf le key tc

charge throughout,
L

. Forster and Dickens
scoundrels. And,
eir relationship.

a portrait by Charles Edward

Anyway, over to Ian, for another great post.

Dickens’s Conjuring Characteristics Considered

ratner grateful to Stephen for not criticising Dickens
himself too much for his deliberate deception over the
origins of Pickwick.



CHIMES
CHARLES
DICKENS

“When considering Dickens’s interest in

conjuring in my book Charles Dickens Magician:
Conjuring in Life, Letters and Literature I tried

to get a feeling of why he might want to take up
such a hobby. The most obvious reason is that he
loved to be the centre of attention • the life and
soul of the party. Performing as a conjurer
certainly gave him that kudos.

Also, however, I think Dickens revelled in the
role of being in charge, the man who knew more
than anybody else. By definition, being a
conjurer, means that you have secrets that
others are unaware of. This enjoyment of
'power' over people is reflected in other parts of

his life. His brief career as a mesmerist, for

instance, where he hypnotised quite a few of his

friends and relatives. And then there is the time
when he had the actor Macready sobbing over
his reading of The Chimes (what a wimp!):
afterwards Dickens wrote to his wife Catherine
saying ‘what a thing it is to have power'.



“I also found it interesting that
Dickens appears reluctant to give
anybody else credit for his abilities

as a conjurer. The one time he does
mention two professional conjurers -

one of the conjurors was John Henry
Anderson, shown on the left - who
inspired him, it is to write that he
performed a trick as good as one of
them and better than the other! The
French conjurer who completely
blew him away in Boulogne in 1854,
he referred to as “the devil” (it was
only 60 years after Dickens’s death
that his identity was discovered).
Almost as if only a non-human could
get the better of him.



“This suggests to me that here is a man who
wouldn’t want to be second-best in anything he
did. Indeed it is arguable that he deliberately

avoided situations where this might happen.
Dickens never went to see the Victorian

Spiritualist, DD Home (shown in this picture)

despite entreaties from his friends to do so.

Dickens despised Home, calling his

autobiography “odious”; but he always made
excuses to avoid attending one of his seances
(although he participated in others). Home had a
reputation for never being caught out, unlike
other contemporary mediums; and I suspect
Dickens avoided him because he was worried he
might not work out how Home did his spiritualist

stunts and therefore lose face in front of his

My own reading of Dickens’s character therefore
shifts towards the conclusion that Dickens
wasn’t reluctantly persuaded by Forster to assist

in obliterating Seymour’s memory from Pickwick
Papers; but indeed would have embraced such
an idea, even perhaps being the main instigator.
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Peter Stadlera now writes about a society I

mention in Death and Mr Pickwick, the
Islington Literary and Scientific Society.

When I came across this society, it was
another of those "Aha!" moments, because
there were various classes of membership -

including "Corresponding Members", who
would write to the Society about their

discoveries. This of course is precisely the
scenario that sets The Pickwick Papers in

motion, with Mr Pickwick pledging to send
back reports of his journeys to the
headquarters of the main club in London: he,
Winkle, Snodgrass and Tupman form a sub-
group of the club, the Corresponding Society
of the Pickwick Club. And here is the thing:

Seymour's own brother-in-law, Edward
Holmes, gave lectures to the society - so this

is the obvious route by which Seymour heard
about Corresponding Members.



“In Death and Mr Pickwick we read

about the Islington Literary 8t

Scientific Society. The Islington

Literary and Scientific Society was
established in 1833 and first met in

Mr. Edgeworth's Academy on Upper

Street. Its goal was to spread

knowledge through lectures,

discussions, and experiments,

politics and theology being

forbidden.



“A building, the Literary and

Scientific Institution, was erected

in 1837 in Wellington (later

Almeida) Street, designed by

Roumieu and Gough in a stuccoed

Grecian style. It included a library

(containing 3,300 volumes in

1839), reading room, museum,
laboratory, and lecture theatre

seating 500. The subscription was
two guineas a year.



“After the library was sold off in 1872, the

building was sold or leased in 1874 to the
Wellington Club, which occupied it until

1886. In 1885 the hall was used for

concerts, balls, and public meetings. The
SalvationArmy bought the building in

1890, renamed it the Wellington Castle

barracks, and remained there until 1955.

The building became a factory and
showroom for Beck's British Carnival

Novelties for a few years from 1956, after

which it stood empty. In 1978 a campaign
began with the goal to redevelop the

building as a theatre. A public appeal was
launched in 1981, and a festival of avant-

garde theatre and music was held there

and at other Islington venues in 1982.”
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Wong Sarah has just posted this about the

Royal Academy Summer Exhibition. Great
pics, Sarah! She begins with a quote from
Death and Mr Pickwick.

"At the back of the shop I had a
permanent exhibition of older prints, for

the window always reflected the news of

the time, and it seemed to me that the
drawings had value even if the events

they described had passed. Thus, behind a
curtain in the rear, I had old Hogarths,

Gillrays, Bunburys and other artists, and I

charged a penny for admission to view. I

filled the walls with humorous prints,

floor to ceiling, like a parody of the Royal

Academy Summer Exhibition, and I often

heard guffaws from behind the curtain.’



"In Death and Mr. Pickwick, there are several
mentions of the Royal Academy Summer
Exhibition. One is from an autobiographical note
by an ‘anonymous’ print-shop proprietor/ress as
quoted above. Interestingly, he/she also

describes the fashionable beaus at the print-

shop window performing mischievous stuff.

Contrasted with a penny per admission to the
rear of the print-shop, visitors were obliged to
pay out for a catalogue one shilling each as
admission price to the Royal Exhibition, as
mentioned in Life in London, narrated by Pierce

Egan and illustrated by the Cruikshanks. The
catalogue for the first exhibition held on 21st
April, 1760 (before the founding of Royal

Academy of Arts in 1768) was sixpence each but
only for the interested party concerned if they
wanted to cough up the money voluntarily. The
annual exhibition of the Royal Academy was held
initially at Pall Mall, then relocated its residence
to Somerset House in 1780 and Burlington House
in the late 1860s.
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Here is a fantastic post by Peter

Stadlera on the radical activist

Richard Carlile, who appears in

Death and Mr Pickwick. I

particularly enjoyed seeing

Carlile’s writing table.

“In Death and Mr Pickwick we read

about Richard Carlile Jr. talking

about his father Richard. Richard

Carlile was a radical British

journalist who is best known for

advocating the freedom of the

press, abolition of the monarchy
and the emancipation of women.



“Carlile, a shoemaker’s son, became a

journeyman tinsmith in London in 1813.

Influenced by the humanitarian Thomas
Paine’s Rights of Man and dismayed by the
economic depression of 1817, he began a
new career as a salesman of two Radical

weeklies, The Black Dwarf and (William)

Sherwin's Weekly Political Register. After

Sherwin gave him control of his printing

press in 1817, Carlile published several

Radical and Deistic writings, among them
his own Political Litany. For publishing

Paine’s works he was tried in 1819,

heavily fined, and sentenced to a three-

year term of imprisonment, which was
extended to six years for nonpayment of

the fine.
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“He had become sole proprietor of

Sherwin’s weekly journal that same
year (1819), and, changing its

name to The Republican, he edited

12 volumes in prison.



“Also i n 1 81 9 he witnessed the
Peterloo massacre in Manchester
(here we see an illustration by
Cruikshank), where over-zealous
local magistrates sent armed soldiers
to disperse a peaceful public meeting
in support of universal suffrage. At
least 1 1 people were killed.

Curiously, the government made no
attempt to stop his editorial work in

jail, though his wife, sister, and
other persons who operated his

printing shop were harassed by police
and at times imprisoned. Carlilewas
released from prison in 1825 but was
later jailed again for refusing to pay
fines.



“He subsequently edited two more
volumes of The Republican and two new
weeklies, The Corson and The Lion. From
1829 to 1831 he led discussions in the
London Rotunda, which became the
centre of radical and freethinking
activities. In total, Carlile spent more
than nine years in prison. To Carlile’s

horror, his own sons Alfred and Thomas
Paine Carlile set themselves up as

pornographers a few yards from Holywell
street in the Strand. Nor can he have
been delighted by the consequences of
the reduction of stamp duty: not a
flourishing radical press, but the
beginning of a mass-market and one
providing a diet of sensationalism,
titillation and censure. He died a pauper
in 1843.





“In this last illustration by Gillray

named Fashion before Ease a
besotted Thomas Paine—sporting
the tricolor cockade and the

bonnet rouge of the French
Revolution—is here forcing an
unhappy Britannica into a new
shape. On the tape measure
dangling from his coat pocket is

written “Rights of Man.” In a dig at

Paine’s early occupation, the

thatched cottage in the

background is labelled “Thomas
Pain, Stay Maker from Thetford,

Paris Modes by express.”
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“Another remarkable animal act around this time was
Toby the Sapient Pig - a predecessor of the Learned Pig.

memorably illustrated by Rowlandson as The Wonderful
Pig. Indeed so impressive was Toby that he even wrote
his own autobiography. Whether or not Dickens ever saw
such acts is hard to know; but he obviously enjoyed these
type of performances. His daughter, Mamie, in her book
My Father as I Recall Him writes about a friend who
'came from Chatham bringing with him a wonderful
poodle who had been specially invited to perform all his

tricks for my father’s enjoyment.
’

Of course Seymour’s illustration of The Sagacious Dog is a
crucial part of the evidence in Death and Air Pickwick to
prove that its re-etchingwas not in accordance with
Dickens’s wishes; but rather because it was originally

engraved on plates of defective steel. And it is also

suggested by Stephen that Seymour came up with the
term ’sagacious’ . However the highly amusing staccato
speech pattern adopted by Jingle would seem to have
emanated from Dickens. Just shows how hard it to
disentangle who was responsible forwhat in the early
stages ofThe Pickwick Papers.

"
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Recently, I visited the grave of Joseph
Grimaldi in Islington. Peter Stadlera has
posted about his own visit to the grave, so
I won’t post about the grave itself, but
rather I shall focus on a memorial to

Grimaldi nearby: a coffin-shaped
“xylophone”, which plays musical notes if

you step on it - so, one can “dance on
Grimaldi’s grave”. Though perhaps I

should say IN THEORY one can play

musical notes - because, when I visited,

the coffin was badly in need of tuning,
and played a succession of dull thuds.
However, you will see here a video of a
young lady who shows how the coffin

should sound:

https: //www.youtube.com/watch?v=uP-
gMPlOXGO





The notes have been chosen so that one can play

a song which was famously associated with

Grimaldi, Hot Codlins. A ‘codlin’ was an apple,

and the song tells of a drunken woman who sold

roasted apples - part of the song turns up in

Death and Mr Pickwick, when Grimaldi’s

alcoholic son attempts to sing it himself, but is

too drunk to perform, and is hauled off stage.

Here is a link to a video of the song being

performed by a modern-day band:

https: / /www.youtube.com/watch?v=cDRs4KWu7

4o
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It is always interesting to find a
something in Death and Mr
Pickwick which survives into

modern times. Here, Peter

Stadlera connects the well-known

London bookstore Hatchard's with a

publication I mention in the novel.

|
“In Death and Mr Pickwick we read

about The Christian Observer. The
Christian Observer was a London
evangelical periodical, serving a

readership in the Church
of England. It appeared from 1802
to 1874.



“It was founded by William Hey in

response to the dissenters. It was

published by the bookseller John

Hatchard. Various members of the

Clapham Sect were associated with

the paper from the outset. Josiah

Pratt, who had called for such an

evangelical periodical in a 1799

meeting of the Eclectic Society,

served as editor for the first

number in January 1802.





“Pratt was succeeded after six weeks by

Zachary Macaulay, who edited the
periodical until 181 6. Later editors were
Samuel Charles Wilks (from 1816 to 1849),

William Goode (from 1847 to 1849), John
William Cunningham (from 1850 to 1858),

and John Buxton Marsden (from 1859 to

1869). Contributors included Thomas
Babington, the clergyman and theological

writer Charles Smith Bird (1795-1862), the

lay theological writer John Bowdler (1783-

1815), the writer on prophecy William
Cuninghame of Lainshaw (c. 1775-1849),

the clergyman William Dealtry (1775-

1847) and the clergyman and biblical

scholar George Smith Drew (1819-1880).”
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The town of Deventer in the Netherlands

holds an annual Dickens festival, and this

has resulted in one of the most unusual

pieces of Pickwickiana I have ever
encountered: the Pickwick sexy rugby

calendar!

The town’s rugby club is called The
Pickwick Players, and they use an image
of Mr Pickwick as the club’s badge. There
are both male and female teams. However
the members of the ladies’ team - as you
will see in these images from their

calendar - look nothing at all like

Seymour’s fat bald boozer!
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This is Peter Stadlera's latest post

on Death and Mr Pickwick. In a

reply to a comment on his own
page, Peter writes: "Doing research

on locations, persons or - in this

case a musical instrument - in

Death and Mr Pickwick is a

fascinating journey into the

unknown, a trip back in time. You

feel like an explorer and share

your newly gained wisdom with the

world."



Peter Stadlera: “In Death and Mr
Pickwick we read about the square

piano and wonder what's so special

about it. The square grand piano is

an earlier form of piano that is

built in a rectangular shaped
cabinet, sitting on four legs, with

its strings running left to right.

During the 18th and 19th

centuries, more square grand

pianos were built and sold in

America and Europe than any other
type of pianos combined! Today,

however, they are all but extinct.



“Square grand pianos were very large

and very heavy musical instruments.

They were not easily moved. They
were reminders of the gilded

Victorian age, often very elaborate

and ornate. As 20th Century America
began to streamline in style and
become a modern industrialized

nation, these beautiful pianos quickly

became outdated and served as

garish reminders of another time.
Sadly, for the past 100 years, square
grand pianos have consistently been
chopped up, burned, or otherwise

destroyed and lost forever.



“In Death and Mr Pickwick, Old 100th or

Old Hundredth was played on that square
piano: it's a hymn tune in long metre from
Pseaumes Octante Trois de David (1551)

(the second edition of the Genevan
Psalter) and is one of the best known
melodies in all Christian musical
traditions.

The tune is usually attributed to the

French composer Loys Bourgeois (c. 1510 -

c.1560), shown on the left. Although the

tune was first associated with Psalm 134

in the Genevan Psalter, the melody
receives its current name from an
association with the 100th Psalm, in a
translation by William Kethe entitled All

People that on Earth do Dwell.
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“The melody is commonly sung with
diverse other lyrics as well. Here we have
the lyrics, let's sing in tune to the music:

You faithful servants of the Lord,
Sing out his praise with one accord,
While serving him with all your might
And keeping vigil through the night.

Unto his house lift up your hand
And to the Lord your praises send.
May God who made the earth and sky
Bestow his blessings from on high.

All people that on earth do dwell,

Sing to the Lord with cheerful voice.

Him serve with fear, His praise forth tell;

Come ye before Him and reioice.

Praise God, from Whom all blessings flow;
Praise Him, all creatures here below;
Praise Him above, ye heavenly host;

Praise Father, Son, and Holy Ghost.”



February 25

***MAJOR NEWS“‘MAJOR NEWS***MAJOR
NEWS***MAJOR NEWS***

Death and Mr Pickwick nominated for one
of the world's most prestigious literary

prizes!!!!!

Death and Mr Pickwick is one of the
thirteen books on the longlist for the

Walter Scott Prize for Historical Fiction!

The shortlist of six books will be

announced in March, and the winner will

be announced on 18th June at the Borders

Book Festival. You can be read about the

prize here:

http: //www.walterscottprize.co. uk/201 6-

longlist-announced/



February 26

In Death and Mr Pickwick, I

mention a publication called Bell’s

Life in London, whose sales

rocketed when they included

illustrations by various artists,

including Seymour. Some of these

illustrations were reprinted in a

book called The Gallery of

Comicalities, from which I have

taken this sequence of Seymour’s

pictures, The Pugilist’s Progress.

(The title-picture is by another,

unknown, artist. )



The pictures are fairly crude, but that is

probably down to the man who cut the
printing blocks - Seymour often complained
that woodcutters ruined his work, and he
preferred the subtleties which could be
achieved with etching and lithography.

Originally, the pictures were accompanied by
a verse-narrative, which I have not posted. I

think the pictures alone tell a pretty clear
tale, showing a pugilist’s life, from aggressive

baby to champion boxer.

Note how the fighter retires to run a pub -

apparently a fairly common thing for boxers,
ana something I mention in Death and Mr
Pickwick. The final picture, in which the
boxer is presented with a trophy, to
acknowledge his lifetime achievements,
could well be a representation of the Daffy
Club.











February 26

Following on from yesterday's announcement that

Death and Mr Pickwick had been nominated for the

Walter Scott Prize, Peter Stadlera posts about a

poem, by Scott, which is mentioned in my novel.

Indeed, Scott forms part of the historical background

to the emergence of The Pickwick Papers - Scott

popularised the three-volume novel, which was the

general format for novels, prior to Pickwick's usage

of serial publication.



Peter Stadlera: “In Death and Mr
Pickwick we read about The Lady

of the Lake, an illustrated poem by

Sir Walter Scott. Sir Walter Scott

began writing The Lady of the Lake

in August 1 809 while holidaying

with his wife, Charlotte, and

daughter, Sofia, in the Trossachs

and along the shores and islands of

Loch Katrine, the very scenes that

would provide the poem's setting.



“The narrative of the poem concerns the
struggle between King James V and the
powerful clan Douglas. The King has
banished the entire family from his realm,
including James of Douglas, the Earl of

Bothwell, who had been his protector
during his youth. The Earl and his

daughter Ellen take refuge with Roderick
Dhu in his castle on an island in Loch
Katrine. At the beginning of the poem a
mysterious knight calling himself James
Fitz-James arrives at the castle and is

granted hospitality. During his brief stay,

ne falls in love with Ellen Dut finds rivals

for her affections in Roderick himself and
in Malcolm Graeme, a young knight loyal

to the King but moved by sympathy at the
plight of Douglases. It is Malcolm that
Ellen favours.



“Facing attack from royal forces for
sheltering Douglas, Roderick gathers his

clan. Douglas, though, is loatn to bring
disaster upon his host, and sets out for
the royal court at Stirling, determined to

surrender. Fitz-James returns and offers

to take Ellen to safety but is told that she
loves another. He nonetheless presses on
her a ring which, he says, will obtain any
favour from the King. Travelling to

Stirling, Fitz-James meets and quarrels
with Roderick. In the ensuing fight,

Roderick is mortally wounded and carried
to Stirling as a captive. Ellen presents
herself at court and, showing the ring,

pleads for her father's pardon. She
discovers that Fitz-James is no other than
the King himself. The King and Douglas are
reconciled through her intervention, and
Ellen and Malcolm marry.



“The Lady of the Lake marked the
pinnacle of Scott's popularity as a poet.
With 25,000 copies sold in eight months,
it broke all records for the sale of poetry,
and Scott's fame spread beyond Great
Britain to the United States. The critics

almost matched the enthusiasm of the
public. In the Edinburgh Review, the
habitually glacial Francis Jeffrey felt it far
exceeded its predecessors: the story was
'constructed with infinitely more skill and
address' and there was 'a larger variety of
characters

;
more artfully and judiciously

contrasted . For the British Critic, the
story itself was more interesting than in

Scot's earlier poems, but the poem's real

charm lay in 'painting real manners; and
displaying the character of an interesting
because singular people'.



“Reservations were expressed by the Critical
Review which thought Canto III superfluous
and by the Rev. Francis Hodgson in the
Monthly Review, for whom fhe composition
was careless and the language barbaric. The
public, though, continued to devour the
poem. Sightseers flocked to Loch Katrine,

and a hotel was built at Callander catering
for those who wished to visit 'Ellen's Isle'. The
Lady of the Lake created a vogue for the
Trossachs and is primarily responsible for the
area's enduring popularity with tourists. Here
we see engravings from illustrations by Birket

Foster ana John Gilbert (1853). Now Stephen
is on the lonslist ofThe Walter Scott Prize for
Historical Fiction. The shortlist will be
announced at the end of March and the
winner at the Borders Book Festival on 1 8th
of June. My most heartfelt congratulations
for your outstanding novel Stephen. For me
you already are the worthy winner!”





February 27

There is an American company which
produces a series of Victorian-themed
collectables called the Dickens Village

on ebay. It has to be said that most of tl

range is “Dickens-esque”, and could not
really be classed as genuine Dickensiana -

I am thinking or figurines of chimney-
sweeps and models of old shops - but
some items DO refer directly to Dickens,

and there are even four items I have seen
which connect strongly to Death and Mr
Pickwick.

The best of the four shows The Pickwick
Papers on sale. Note the portrayal of
Seymour’s wrapper on the signboard and

;

as a VERY nice touch, note how it says
“No. IV now available” - referring to the
serial part in which Sam Weller made his

debut, and Pickwick started to take off.A



Then there is Dickens submitting

his first manuscript - the sign

saying “Monthly Magazines, Editor's

Box” alludes to the publication,

The Monthly Magazine, in which

Dickens’s first story appeared.



Next, we get a portrayal of Dickens

and his wife Catherine at their

wedding - because the offer to

write Pickwick means that they can

afford to get married.



Finally, we see The Leather Bottle,

the pub which features in both Death
and Mr Pickwick and The Pickwick

Papers. With this fourth model, alas,

the accuracy goes a little awry...

I

really don’t know why it says the pub
is located in Upper Knowle, a place

in Bristol, rather than Cobham in

Kent, where The Leather Bottle is

located, and indeed the pub doesn’t

look much like the genuine Leather
Bottle. Perhaps this piece should be
considered as lying on the borderline

between Dickensianaand Dickens-

esque.



February 27

The Carlton Chronicle gets
mentioned in Death ana Mr Pickwick
when Robert Buss is shown a cutting
from the paper, which is apparently
praising his work on Pickwick - but on
closer inspection is praising the work
of his successor, Hablot Browne. In

this post, the great Peter Stadlera
gives us more information about the
publication...

“In Death and Mr Pickwickwe read
about The Carlton Chronicle. Two of
Charles Dickens’s stories The
Hospital Patient and Hackney Cabs
ana Their Drivers were originally
published in The Carlton Chronicle in

August 1836.



“The editor Percival Weldon Banks

asked Dickens to write a series of

sketches, but the paper failed

after less than a year. Dickens

remained friendly with Banks

whom he later asked to contribute

to Bentley's Miscellany.”



February 28

Announcing...the search for a fourth official

Death and Mr Pickwick pet!

Beryl Kelner Cook, the owner of Gypsy, the
official Death and Mr Pickwick cockatiel, has
just sent me this photo of Gypsy receiving the
news that Death and Mr Pickwick has been
nominated for one of the world's major literary

prizes, the Walter Scott Prize. Beryl said:

"Gypsy's so excited she thinks you should have a
bottle of champagne!"

As DaMP fans know, there are currently three
official Death and Mr Pickwick pets - in addition

to Gypsy, there is Sir Pelzi, the official Death
and Mr Pickwick cat, and Dory the official Death
and Mr Pickwick parrot. There was a fourth

official pet, but sadly last year we lost Lady
Jenny, the official Death and Mr Pickwick
poodle. I am sure that Lady Jenny would like to

see the role of the fourth official pet continue,
and so if anyone would like to nominate their

pet for the position, please send me a photo,
and tell me a little about your pet.



In response to that appeal, Sir Pelzi

sent in this photo of his pet, the

little black cat...but I don’t think

that’s exactly the sort of pet we’re

looking for...though perhaps there

could be a category of official

pets-of-pets... rather like the idea

of stories-within-stories, which of

course is part of the structure of

Death and Mr Pickwick and The

Pickwick Papers.



And Nancy Wilschke said: “Would

you accept an official Death and

Mr. Pickwick red tailed hawk? I'm

afraid if you don't, he'll make you

an offer you can't refuse.”

I said to Nancy that, if she tames
him, then of course he could be

the official Death and Mr Pickwick

red tailed hawk!



February 29

I have, in previous posts, covered the booze-related

memorabilia which exists for Pickwick. But there is a

lot of smoking in The Pickwick Papers too and, as you
would expect, there are Picfcw/cfc-themed tobacco

items. As you can see here, this includes cigars,

tobacco jars, cigarette holders, ashtrays (including

one ashtray with a rare appearance by the medical

student Bob Sawyer), lighters, pipes and even a pipe

tamper in the shape of Sam Weller’s father!















February 29

The Pickwick Papers is linked to many real

places and buildings. This is all part of the
appeal of the novel - as it meant that

readers could visit the places mentioned
in the text. I wanted Death and Mr
Pickwick to parallel The Pickwick Papers,

so there are plenty of places mentioned in

my novel too. In his latest post, the

amazing Peter Stadlera tells us more
about one of the buildings I mention...

“In Death and Mr Pickwick Stephen takes

you to Hamsterly Hall in Durham where
we meet Matthew Methusalah, the old fox

hunter. Hamsterley Hall is an 18th-century

English country house at Hamsterley,
Rowlands Gill, County Durham, England.



“The estate at Hamsterley was given, in

1762, by Sir John Swinburne to nis

younger brother Henry Swinburne. In

1769, Henry carried out substantial
alterations to the then existing house to

create the present two-story, four-bayed
castellated Gothic Revival-style mansion.
Swinburne died in 1803 and in 1806 the
property was sold to Anthony Surtees. His

son Robert Smith Surtees, the novelist

(the author of Jorrocks), acquired the
estate in 1838. He was High Sheriff of
Durham in 1856. He died in 1864, leaving
his estate to his daughter Eleanor, who
married John Gage Prendergast Vereker,

5th Viscount Gort in 1885. Their first son
John Vereker, 6th Viscount Gort VC was
succeeded in 1946 by his brother Standish
Vereker, 7th ViscountMC who lived at
Hamsterley until his death in 1975.



“At the moment, fresh plans have

been drawn up for executive

homes in the grounds of the

country estate. Father and son Bill

and Steven Spry have submitted

plans for 35 homes at Hamsterley

Hall.”



March 1

A few weeks ago, it was reported that scholars
now believe fairy tales to be older - MUCH older
- than previously thought. Some tales may go
back thousands of years, to the bronze age, with
the earliest-known tale being The Smith and The
Devil. In this, a blacksmith strikes a deal with
the Devil (or, in some versions of the story,

another malevolent supernatural being, such as
Death or a genie) in which he exchanges his soul
for the power to weld any materials together.

The smith then uses this power to stick the Devil

to an immovable object, such as a tree, to
renege on his side of the bargain.

When I read about The Smith and the Devil, it

struck me that the story which inspired the
opera Der Freischutz, as featured in Death and
Mr Pickwick, is a variation on this ancient tale.

Although Der Freischutz does not concern a
blacksmith as such, it certainly features
blacksmith-like activities - because metal is

melted and shaped into bullets.



Furthermore,the protagonist of the Der
Freischutz backstory, Georg Schmid (note the
surname - the German word for Smith) makes a
deal with supernatural forces to gain the ability

to shoot bullets that will always reach their

target. And the deal is reneged upon. Schmid’s
story is not exactly the same as The Smith and
The Devil, but close enough to imply that Der
Freischutz evolved from an ancient original
when firearms and gunpowder were invented.

This means that Death and Mr Pickwick has very,

very old roots. Because Der Freischutz is not, as
you might think, a peripheral thing to the novel.

Seymour’s fascination with Der Freischutz
represents his earliest professional interest in

the incompetent sportsman motif - which would
later manifest itself in the form of Mr Winkle, in

The Pickwick Papers. Of course, Mr Winkle
doesn’t call upon supernatural powers to make
himself into a great marksman - he simply lies.



Strangely enough, some years after

Seymour became interested in Der
Freischutz, he drew a man who could

himself be seen as a variation on the
ancient tale - because Seymour drew the

great violinist Paganini, as can be seen

here. (A tiny "RS" monogram is on the left

hand side of the picture.) Many believed

Paganini had acquired his musical gifts

because he had made a pact with the

Devil. This is, of course, rather like the

twentieth-century blues guitarist Robert
Johnson, who is said to have made a deal

with the Devil at a crossroads to gain his

abilities as a guitarist. And, as you will

recall in Death and Mr Pickwick, the

bullet-casting scene with Schmid takes

place at...a crossroads.



March 1

Peter Stadlera has now posted about
Leadenhall Market. This place actually has
personal significance for me, because I

once dressed up here as....Mr Pickwick!

This was when I was still a member of the
Dickens Fellowship. (I resigned in 2012.)
There was a plan to hold an annual 'Meet
the public' day, and I suggested that it

ignt be held on May 1 3tn, the day whenmight
Mr Pickwick began his travels. (After the
meeting of the club, on May 12th, at the
start of The Pickwick Papers.) So, I agreed
to dress up as Mr Pickwick, and some
other members of the Fellowship also put
on costumes, and a stall was set up,

promoting the Fellowship, and readings
were given from Dickens s novels. I don't

know whether the Fellowship ever held
second such event, though. Anyway, great
post, Peter.



“In Death and Mr Pickwick we read

about Leadenhall Market. Well let's

have a look at that market:

Leadenhall Market dates back to

the 14th century and is situated in

what was the centre of Roman
London. Originally a meat, poultry

and game market, it now features

a variety of vendors as well as

commercial shops, restaurants,

cafes and pubs.



“Starting as the site of a manor,
Leadenhall has survived changes in use,

rebuilding, and even the Great Fire to
become a popular destination for city

residents, visitors and workers. In the
early 1 300s the Manor of Leadenhall was
listed as belonging to Sir Hugh Neville.

Within a few years the area around the
manor had become a popular meeting
place for first poulterers, and then
cheesemongers. Former Lord mayor
Richard 'Dick' Whittington gifted

Leadenhall to the City in 141 1 and Lord
Mayor Simon Eyre replaced the manor hall

with a public granary, school and chapel in

1440, again as a gift to the citizens of
London. The market was enlarged to
provide a site for selling poultry, grain,

eggs, butter, cheese, herbs ana other
foodstuffs.



“Over the next 200 years Leadenhall
Market was a centre of commerce and
further markets were added for wool,
leather and cutlery. In 1666 Leadenhall
Market suffered only a small amount of

damage in the Great Fire. Rebuilding after
the fire, the market became a covered
structure and was divided into the Beef
Market, the Green Yard and the Herb
Market. In 1881 the City's architect Sir

Horace Jones, who was also the architect
of Billingsgate and Smithfield Markets,
redesigned Leadenhall. His designs
replaced the earlier stone structure with
wrought iron and glass. The Poultry

Market remained at Leadenhall until the
20th century, by which time all shop units
were let for the sale of meat, fish or
provisions.



“By the mid 20th century the shops

were also being used for general

retailing and leisure and by the

end of the century Leadenhall

Market had evolved into one of the

City's five principal shopping

centres. Looking at the beautifully

clean and vibrant Victorian

buildings of today it's hard to

imagine the noise and smells of a
19th century market, but if you
look closely at the shop fronts you
will see the wrought iron hooks
where produce used to hang.



“During the 18th century 'Old Tom'

was a celebrated character in

Leadenhall. He was a gander who
managed to escape his fate of

being slaughtered. He became a

great favourite in the market, even

being fed at the local inns. After

his death in 1835 at the age of 38,

he lay in state in the market and
was buried on site.”



March 2

A couple days ago, after I had done the
post on Pickwickian “smokiana”, I began
thinking about the related field of
cigarette cards. One set of cards, which
appeared in Players’ cigarettes packets in

1932, featured dandies - and Dickens
himself makes an appearance. In Death
and Mr Pickwick, this aspect of Dickens’s
personality is mentioned in the first

meeting between the writer and Hablot
Browne:

“Do you know,” said Browne, when the
two men were seated, “when I was told

Boz lived in Furnivals, I knew he would be
you.”
“Did you? How?”
“For one thing, the colourful waistcoats I

have seen you wear. So many people in

Furnivals look like they are in the legal

profession - and you do not.”











The card showing “A fashion of

1822”, could not fail to remind me
of the Houghton angling club’s

“most comfortable landowner”,

the member with “a purplish eye

and elegant lashes, whose languor

and confidence were in proportion

to his wealth” because the

Houghton club was founded in

1822.



The last dandy shown here, Prince

Puckler-Muskau, does not turn up

in Death and Mr Pickwick, but he is

still part of the world of my novel,

as the Prince has sometimes been

seen as the ‘original’ of Count

Smorltork, in The Pickwick Papers.



March 2

Here is a superb post by Peter Stadlera on
the man whose mispronunciation of "John
Forster" was one of the inspirations for the
fraud that Dickens and his associates carried

out concerning the origins of Pickwick. A post
with everything - biographical information, a
place for DaMPfans to visit, and a cute cat!

“In Death and Mr Pickwick we meet Sir

James Emerson Tennent. Sir James Emerson
Tennent (1804-1 869) was an Irish politician.

He studied in his native Belfast and in Trinity

College, Dublin, where he became a doctor
of Law. A fervent supporter of the Greek
Revolution, he travelled to Greece and
published a number of works on this country
such as Picture of Greece (1826), Letters
from the Aegean (1829), and History of
Modern Greece (1830). Tennent became
active in politics and was elected to the
House of Commons in 1832.
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“And here is an illustration of the

original house, once owned by the

Maguires.

Charles Dickens, a friend of Sir

James and his wife Letitia, stayed

at Tempo Manor while visiting

Ireland in the mid-1860s.”



March 3

A few months ago, I did a series of

posts about three-dimensional
representations of Mr Pickwick.

However, the flow of Pickwickiana

continues unabated, and it is time
for an update. So here is a post

featuring new discoveries of dolls,

models and porcelain figures. I have
also found a number of ‘functional’

three-dimensional Pickwicks which
are new to me - so here you will see

Mr Pickwick as table-lamp, dish,

propelling pencil, candle snuffer,

brass doorknocker, decanter and
cups, and peppershaker.
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March 3

In his investigations into the

historical background to Death and

Mr Pickwick, Peter Stadlera now
takes us to Lant Street, and Guy's

Hospital. In this part of London you

will also find the George Inn,

London's last galleried coaching

inn, which has been featured in

posts by myself and by Jamie

Johnston.





“Guy's Hospital is a teaching hospital in

Southwark founded by wealthy printer and
publisher Thomas Guy (1645-1724) which
was built in 1721-24. Guy was a publisher

of unlicensed Bibles who had made a

fortune in the South Sea Bubble.

The hospital was originally established to

treat ‘incurables’ discharged from St

Thomas' Hospital. Guy had been a

Governor and benefactor of St Thomas'
and his fellow Governors supported his

intention by granting the south-side of St

Thomas' Street for a peppercorn rent for

999 years. Guy is interred in the crypt of

the Chapel of his foundation.



“Back to Dickens: Bob Sawyer, a

medical student at Guy's Hospital,

and 'a carver and cutter of live

people's bodies', had lodgings in

Lant Street in The Pickwick

Papers.





“I've found a fitting illustration by Thomas
Rowlandson The Apothecary’s Prayer!! An 1 8th

century apothecary prays for an outbreak of a host

of diseases so that he and the undertaker can make
money.

Below is Rowlandson’s The Bodysnatchers.



March 4

This is the first piece of abstract art I have encountered
which is inspired by The Pickwick Papers - 'Pickwick at
Chelsea". I contacted the artist, Davina Nicholas, to find

out more. This is what she said:

“As the painting started to form, when trying to interpret
a different idea, I realised that it was triggering a
memory of a scene from Dickens’s PickwickPapers. The
chaotic situations the members got into was illustrated in

the stagecoach and luggage, where it is difficult to
understand how all the people could arrive safety when
there are so many along with their bags on such a small
vehicle - including the driver and guard.

The Pickwick Papers is my favourite story because it

takes a much lighter note, and was written at a time
before Dickens realised he could use his books to

e
'

'.icise the social reforms he so strongly believed in.

film was a virtual comedy with a message and
reflected the ethos of the book; and I believe Dickens
would have been very pleased with it. But let’s be honest
- maybe without his following novels, which contained a
dark side, the terrible situations described may have
taken a lot longer to be eliminated; such as the Yorkshire
schools.

”

Check out Davina’s website www.davinanicholas.com



March 5

Yesterday, I received a wonderful email

from a person who had just read Death
and Mr Pickwick. That person is Dr Elliot

Engel. Dr Engel is the author of ten books,

and has presented a PBS mini-lecture

series on Charles Dickens. His articles

have appeared in numerous newspapers
and magazines including Newsweek, and
he has lectured around the world. He is

also the author of the book which, in my
view, is the most important work on The
Pickwick Papers that has ever been
written.

Let me first show you what Dr Engel’s

email says, and then I shall talk about the
immense importance of Dr Engel’s work to

me:



“It is just too bad that an email abbreviation is

responsible for taking a powerful expression of awe and
turning it into an unthinking cliche. I refer to OMG for "Oh
my God.”

But having just finished your breathtakingly magnificent
book, what filled my mind was certainly not the insipid

OMG but instead the open-mouthed, panting, utterly

ding experience I've enjoyed s

self. And as opposed to the it

writing style is not just Dickensian but Hogarthian and
Smollettesque to boot. I learned so much about a world
of things but nineteenth-century artists especially. And

1— Dicgens and Forster. Aria your

ring

m



“I love the fact that the book is 802 pages
since, if you've read the Amazon reviews,
you've seen how many begin with ‘I can't
believe I just read an 800-plus book’—as if

had it been but 797 pages there would
have been no real glory in finishing it. As I

first began reading, I circled particular

passages that I wanted to single out for
compliments; alas, now my copy of your
book has hardly two pages in a row
without a mark so I am stymied. Rather
than giving you the thoughtful critiaue

you deserve, I am incapable of anything
but appreciative babble.

Perhaps later, once your authorial spell

has worn off, I shall be able to praise
more judiciously, but for now I can only
repeat in closing...

OH MY GOD!”



:

I
- PICKWICK PAPERS
An Annotated Bibliography

During the years when I was
writing Death and Mr Pickwick, my
constant companion was Dr Engel’s

book The Pickwick Papers: An
Annotated Bibliography. It is a

guide to the vast literature on

Pickwick up to 1 990, when his book

was published. Putting it together

was a monumental work of

scholarship - especially as it was
written in the days before the

internet.



Although it is now in need of updating, it

remains THE key book on The Pickwick
Papers, and indeed when I attended the
Dickens Universe conference on Pickwick
in Santa Cruz in 2007, the book’s crucial
importance to anyone undertaking the
serious study of Pickwick was flagged up
on the reading list. No book had more of
an influence on Death and Mr Pickwick
than this one. So you can imagine the
emotional impact that Dr Engel’s email
had upon me.

Do take a look at Dr Engel’s website

http://www.authorsink.com/

which includes details of his lecture tours,

CDs and DVDs.



March 5







March 5

Peter Stadlera now posts about the artist

Charles Leslie, who was with Joseph
Severn on the night that Severn was
nearly crushed to death in a stampede at

a theatre. I think Sue Brown, the author

of the great biography of Severn, Joseph
Severn, A Life: The Rewards of Friendship
was the person who identified Leslie as

the person who accompanied Severn to

the theatre. Later in life - and later in

Death and Mr Pickwick - Leslie drew a

picture of Mr Pickwick which appeared in

an 1 847 edition of the book, from which
Dickens cut out all the pictures, apart
from Leslie's frontispiece.

Sir Pelzi's mention of Lady of course refers

to the beautiful cat who is his own
personal Dulcinea...



“Charles Robert Leslie (1794-1859)

was an Anglo-American painter

and writer on art (his parents were
American but he spent most of his

career in England and is usually

considered part of the history of

British rather than American art). In

his day he was well known for his

paintings of literary themes, but he
is now remembered mainly as a
writer, above all for his Memoirs of
the Life of John Constable (1843),
which is regarded as one of the

classics of artistic biography
(Constable was a close friend).
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Presenting... the Death and Mr
Pickwick "Amazing Race" across

Switzerland!!!!

In Switzerland, there is a chain of

seven Pickwick pubs; and, inspired

by the TV show the Amazing Race,

Elaine and I formed the plan of

visiting all these pubs in five days.

So, here you will see me on the

train heading towards Geneva,

where the first Pickwick pub on our

tour was located.









There was also a digital sign,

displaying messages, which I posed

beneath - and Elaine shot a video

here, with a truly Pickwickian

message, which you see at this

link:

https://www.facebook.com/death

andmrpickwick/videos/vb. 51 24735

0221 9840/8065166661 48854/?type

=2&theater
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Although Pickwick is known as the Dickens

novel which has inset stories, Nicholas

Nickleby has a couple of these stories too,

and one of them, the tale of The Baron of
Grogzwig, is mentioned in Death and
Pickwick. It always struck me that this

tale was an allusion to Seymour - how
could Dickens make a pun on swigging

grog in the story's title WITHOUT thinking

of the most fateful episode of grog-

swigging in his life: the Sunday evening

when he invited Seymour to Furnival's Inn

for a glass of grog? Yet, as far as I am
aware, this has never been noticed by
academics. Anyway, in Peter Stadlera's

latest post, he takes us to the viillage of

Long Bennington, where the tale is told.



i
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Continuing...the Death and Mr
Pickwick “Amazing Race” Tour of

Switzerland.

Our second stop was Bern.



It was great to see that the pub

there had quite a lot of

Pickwickiana on display. This

included a very unusual painting of

Mr Pickwick - some might even say

the painting bordered on being

creepy, but that in itself was an

interesting new perspective on the

character.

A
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Peter Stadlera's latest post concerns one of the
lawyers, Sir William Follett, who featured in the
famous Norton v Melbourne adultery trial • the
trial which influenced Dickens's portrayal of
Bardell v Pickwick. Readers of Death and Mr
Pickwick will recall that Follett tried to use
innocent letters to prove that a sizzling affair

had taken place between the Prime Minister,

Lord Melbourne, and Caroline Norton, and this
was so ridiculous that the court broke down into

laughter, and was one of the reasons the case
against Melbourne failed. When I was
researching the case, I came across an
interesting perspective by a modern lawyer:

perhaps Follett deliberately wanted the case
against Melbourne to collapse, and that was why
he resorted to the letters. After all, it would be
the most serious matter if the Prime Minister
were charged with adultery, and the government
fell. So perhaps Follett used the letters, knowing
that they would weaken his case. This was not
something I pursued in Death and Mr Pickwick,

but it certainly made food for thought.



“In Death and Mr Pickwick we
meet Sir William Webb Follett

(1796-1845), an English lawyer and

politician who served as MP for

Exeter (1835-1845). He served

twice as Solicitor-General, in 1834-

5 and 1 841 and as Attorney-

General in 1 844. He was knighted

in 1835. He was reputed to have

been the ‘greatest advocate of the

century’.



“In 1830 Follett married the eldest

daughter of SirAmbrose Hardinge Giffard

(1771-1827), Chief Justice of British

Ceylon. He and Jane Mary (1808-1847) had
five sons (George, Hardinge, Richard,

Edward and Robert) and a daughterAnna.
His health began to fail him in 1838, and
he was permanently injured by a severe

illness in 1841. In 1845 his health broke
down, and he was compelled to relinquish

legal practice and to visit the south of

Europe to recuperate. He returned to

England in March 1845, but the

tuberculosis, with which he had previously

been diagnosed, reasserted itself and he

died in London on the 28th of June 1845.

He was buried in the Temple Church in

London.
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“A plaque at Follett Lodge (still a nice mansion),

Ferry Road, Topsham, Devon EX3 OJN reads: Follett

Lodge. In this house was born Sir Wm Webb Follett,

Attorney General B. 1798 -D. 1845. He was the eldest

son of Benjamin Follett (d. 1 833) and his wife Anne

(Webb). He was educated at Exeter and at Trinity

College, Cambridge.



“In the chapel of St Michael in WestminsterAbbey is an
over life-size white marble statue in memory of Sir

William Webb Follett. He wears a barrister's gown and
holds a scroll in his left hand, resting it on three books.
The statue is by William Behnes and was originally in the
north transept. The inscription reads:

This monument, raised by public subscription, is sacred
to the memory of Sir Wildam Webb Follett. He died on
the 28th June 1845, being at the time of his decease
representative in Parliament for the city of Exeter and
Attorney General to Queen Victoria. Of unblemished
conduct in every relation of life, of manner gentle and
prepossessing; combining great legal knowledge with
extraordinary powers of persuasive eloquence, he
attained, with the esteem, admiration, and goodwill of
all who witnessed his brilliant career, the highest
eminence as an advocate and Parliamentary speaker. The
general hope and expectation that he was destined for
the highest honours of the law were blighted by his

untimely death. After a severe and protracted illness,

aggravated, if not caused by his unremitting devotion to
his public and professional duties, he died at the age of
48 years, heartily thankful to Almighty God for the many
mercies vouchsafed to him, and innumble reliance on
the merits of his Redeemer.”
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Day 3 of the Death and Mr Pickwick

“Amazing Race” across

Switzerland...

We reached the Pickwick pub at

Baden on the very day it was

celebrating its 31st birthday.













And the brilliant thing was that the

paper placemat for the meal was

called The Pickwick NEWSpapers.

As you can see, this has columnists

Nathaniel Winkle on sport, Sam
Weller on beer...



...Mr Tupman on pairing food, and

Mrs Bardell 8t Alfred Jingle on

“Small talk”!!! And I loved the

details at the top of the paper -

that Chapman and Hall were the

publishers in 1836! Wonderful!!!!

I thoroughly recommend this pub.
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In his latest post, Peter Stadlera

takes us to a very interesting pub
where Dickens and Dr Johnson
drank...

“In Death and Mr Pickwick we hear

‘singing from the Direction of the

Mitre’ . A pub with a similar name,
Ye Olde Mitre in Hatton Garden, is

one of the most difficult pubs to

find in London. According to one
story, one man worked just around
the corner for six years without

finding it. But if you do find it, it

is well worth the effort.



“It’s unashamedly traditional (no TVs), and long may
that continue. Previous clientele are rumoured to

have included Elizabeth I (one story goes that she

danced around a cherry tree that is still there). Built

by Bishop Goodrich of Ely in 1546 to house his

London servants, this tiny, secluded pub was leased

out to Sir Christopher Hatton. Oak panelled walls and

timber beamed ceilings give a real Elizabethan feel.



“A cherry tree marks a boundary

and the welcome is as original as

when Dr Johnson and Charles

Dickens drank there (though not

together).



1

“The current incarnation was built around 1 772, although

there has been a pub on the site since the mid 1 500s. It is

actually technically still part of the Diocese of Ely,

Cambridgeshire, a bizarre quirk due to its origins as a

tavern for the servants of the Palace of the Bishops of

Ely. Its location is: Ely Court, Hatton Garden, Holborn,

London EC1N 6SJ. Rim buffs might recognise the pub; Ye
Olde Mitre has been featured in a couple of legendary

blockbusters including cult movie Snatch and The Deep
Blue Sea.

"
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And so to the fourth stop on our

Swiss tour...and now we are in

Zurich. The Zurich pub, though, is

a bit different because it is

actually called Oliver Twist (I don’t

know why), but it still has

Pickwickiana on display.





In particular, it features another Mr
Pickwick robot - see the video

below:

https://www.facebook.com/death

andmrpickwick/videos/vb. 51 24735
02219840/807999162667271 /?type

=2&theater



I must say that the robot’s face is

reason enough for visiting this pub.

The English language has many
ways of expressing inebriation -

“Hammered”, “Paralytic”,

“Sloshed”, “Blotto” etc etc - but

let’s just say that the Mr Pickwick

robot looks very merry indeed as it

surveys the room...
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The great Peter Stadlera now posts about
a printing technique mentioned in Death
and Mr Pickwick...

“In Death and Mr Pickwick we read about
a copperplate printer in Castle Street.
Copperplate printing, also known as
engraved printing, uses a polished copper
plate on which a design has been etched
or engraved. The fine handwriting that is

associated with 18th and 19th century
copperplate engravings is often referred
to as copperplate. Engraving is the ‘pre-

press’ part of the process; the engraved
plate, or die, is then placed in the die-

stamping press. Dating from the 16th
century, copperplate printing or engraving
still creates an image of elegance and
distinction and it allows designers to

create very high quality printed materials.



“Nowadays, engraving is normally

achieved through computer

typesetting, but hand tooling may
still be employed to capture fine

detail or rout out larger areas. The

plate is then inked and stamped

against a sheet of paper at

pressures of up to two tons per

square inch, causing the image to

be transferred to the paper stock.



“The extreme force used in the

copperplate printing process presses the
paper deep into the engraved areas of the

printing plate, creating an impression on
the paper surface. It is this impression

that imparts the finished image with its

unique, three-dimensional character and
tremendous tactile appeal. In addition,

because copperplate printing inks are
opaque, they produce crisp, well defined

images in colours that are exceptionally

clear and true. Their opacity also allows

the engraving of light-coloured images on
darker paper stocks. Here we see a
William Blake (1757-1827), copperplate

Illustration of the Book of Job, 1825.”
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Peter Stadlera now posts about one of the
artists who applied for the job of illustrating

Pickwick after Seymour's death.

“In Death and Mr Pickwick we read about
Forrester/Crowquill. Let's have a closer look
at this fascinating artist. Alfred Henry
Forrester (10 September 1804 - 26 May 1872)
was an English author, illustrator and artist,

who was also known under the pseudonym of
Alfred Crowquill. His illustrations were often
of a satirical nature. The pseudonym is

somewhat odd as it was used jointly by two
brothers: Alfred Henry Forrester (1804-72)
and his older brother Charles Robert
Forrester (1803-50). Alfred specialized in

witty sketches for Comic Arithmetic, Punch
and The Illustrated London News. By the end
of 1843, he had apparently ceased to publish
caricatures under this pseudonym, leaving it

for the exclusive use of his older brother.



“His pantomime sketches with

humorous verses beneath (as seen

in The Illustrated London News
during the Christmas season of that

year and later published in book

form in 1826) must have been

among his last graphic works

placed before the public under

that nom de plume.







A



“Crowquill is buried in West
Norwood Cemetery. ”
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And so we come to the sixth stop

on the Death and Mr Pickwick

"Amazing Race” across Switzerland.



The Pickwick pub/hotel at Lucerne

has the most beautiful location of

any in the Pickwick chain, because

it is located beside the Reuss River,

and can be reached by crossing the

Kapellbrucke (Chapel Bridge),

which is the oldest wooden
covered bridge in Europe, and the

oldest truss bridge in the world.



There was more Pickwickiana of

course - note in particular the

Pickwick-logo ashtray which I

placed on top of the book when I

was sitting outside.







And at the nearby Pfistern

Restaurant we indulged ourselves

in that most Swiss of dishes, a

cheese fondue.

I will do the final amazing race

post tomorrow.
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In Death and Mr Pickwick, William

Combe is persuaded to write Dr
Syntax because the publisher,

Ackermann, brings him a gooseberry
pie. As I recall, Combe was indeed
known to be fond of gooseberry pie -

and it struck me as deeply
appropriate that the origins of

Pickwick, a book so concerned with

eating and drinking, should be tied

up with the desire for food. Well,

Peter Stadlera has just done a
wonderful post about a town that

holds an annual gooseberry pie fair. I

had never heard of this fair before -

and now I really want to go!



"In Death and Mr Pickwick we read about
gooseberry pie. That made me think about the
Gooseberry Pie Fair History of Galmpton. The
village, in Devon, has a Saxon origin, in around
700AD, and derives its name from the word
''Gafolsman,” meaning a rent paying peasant.
The earliest known spelling was Galmetona.
which is recorded in the Domesday Book. The old

rhyme "In eighteen hundred and seventy three,
the people of Galmpton did agree, to hold a
Gooseberry Pie Fair" dates the first known Fair,

although records suggest that it had been held
before then. Why gooseberries? No-one knows,
but the Fair was held again 50 years later, in

1923, and then in 1951 for the Festival of Britain

celebrations. The Fair then ran annually from
about 1968 to 1983, on the Memorial Recreation
Field opposite Churston Grammar School. In 1995
the Fair was re-launched as a street fair where it

is today, in the heart of Galmpton, taking
advantage of the network of roads that can be
closed for the event. It is run as an afternoon of

fun for the village.



“Most of the stalls and events,

however, are raising money for local

charities. At the Annual General

Meeting of the Fair Committee any

surpluses are donated to local good

causes.





“In Tollesbury, Essex, there is

another gooseberry pie event. The
Tollesbury Sailing Club revived

‘Gooseberry Pie’ festivities on St.

Peter’s Day, linked with the annual
fair. The origin of this Gooseberry Pie

event is shrouded in the mists of

time, but like so many other feasts

and festivities it undoubtedly had a

religious significance and connexion,
for according to Morant's History of
Essex (1772) reference is made to

‘Tollesbury Gooseberrie Pie Fayre’

being held on Saint Peter's Day (29th

June - St Peter being the Patron Saint

of Fishermen).”
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And so we come to the seventh and

last stop in the Death and Mr
Pickwick Amazing Race across

Switzerland - the Pickwick pub at

Basel. As with the others, there

was a collection of Pickwickiana

and, after we had drunk an

excellent pint there, we headed

for the city's airport.







But that wasn’t quite the

end... because, unbeknownst to

me, Elaine had upgraded our

flights to Clubworld class, which

not only meant a better flight

home, but gave access to the

airport's lounge, with free booze

and food! This was not only a

fantastic surprise - it felt like we
had won the Amazing Race!

Cheers, everyone!
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THE DICKENS UNIVERSE
AUGUST 4 - 10. 2013

FEATURING:

THE MYSTERY OF EDWIN DROOD
&

THE MOONSTONE

"My dearest friend, and surrogate grandfather, Dr. Basil

Guy, gave me the TLS review of Death and Mr. Pickwick

Universe at UC Santa Cruz,
It took me a few months to .

novel I had to prepare myself. I reread Pickwick, and
then I curled up in bed n—“
Dickens

1

novel over last

days in bed wi'

andMr. Pickwick.

Death andMr. Pickwick and
winter break. After many lovely

le two novels, I got to the end of Death

le novel, and you will too. It is a
..i j"

—

W!
-*;orian novels ar J 1

le back story at

id /or anyone who enjoys Victorian novels and Cf

las a great premise. The wl

is usurped by Dickens. On a
Ikie Collins. We, 1

himself railroaded, pun intended, by Dickens.



“However, I found an error, it was minor, but still

an error, in the time frame. The finale of the
novel is about Dismal Jemmy's story that was not
ever told in the original novel. Early in Pickwick,
Dismal Jemmy offers to send his second story,

the one after the one about the dipsomaniac
clown's death, to Mr. Pickwick. The author,
Stephen Jarvis, said Dismal Jemmy meets
Pickwick the next day, but it was the day AFTER
that that they meet on the bridge.

Since Death and Mr. Pickwick is all about the
minutia in Pickwick, I got in touch with the
author. Lo and behold, he actually responded to
me in 30 minutes!! How wonderful. He told me I

was the first person to notice this errata in the
novel. It will be corrected in the paperback
version out in May.

If you are a fan of Victorian fiction or Dickens,
you should definitely read this novel. I loved it. I

am looking forward to rereading it soon.

Stephen Jarvis is an amazing storyteller!”
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Here is Peter Stadlera's latest post, showing his

amazing enthusiasm for my novel. Greatly
appreciated Peter! (And you will LOVE the
close-up of Sir Pelzi, the official Death and Mr
Pickwick cat! What a strokable head!)

“Sir Pelzi says there are some parallels between
Death and Mr Pickwick and snooker's finest
moments. Steve Davis managed to score the first

televised maximum break (147 points) in 1982. It

took him around 8 minutes to perform this

highlight. Stephen came up with his superb
maximum novel in 2015 and what an
achievement and outstanding break it was:
masterly devised, precisely potted on every
page, full of rhythm, intelligence and thrilling

for every minute (I mean page). Steve Davis'

double reminds me of all the inset stories within
the novel. Unexpected and breathtakingly good.
Reading Death and Mr Pickwick is like watching
the perfect game in snooker. Stephen is a genius
at play, I mean at writing, the Wizard of
Berkshire.





“Alluding to the long break every

ambitious Snooker player (like me,

my wife or Sir Pelzi) is looking for,

we can only recommend Death and
Mr Pickwick if you want to have a

jolly good time!”
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Towards the end of Death and Mr Pickwick,
there is a passage which talks about the
importance of The Pickwick Papers to the
soldiers serving in the First World War:

“1914.
I took the king’s shilling. Those of us

who fought carried Pickwick in our kitbags to
the barracks and the trenches. Those of us
who were wounded read it in the field

hospitals. It was the one book, apart from
the Bible, that saw service in the Great War.
Pickwick was the piece of England that an
Englishman carried with him into battle.

”

The picture in today’s post is supporting
evidence. It’s a piece of First World War
‘trench art’ - that is to say, a decorative item
made by soldiers - showing Mr Pickwick. It’s

actually a match-holder. Note the striking

surface at the bottom. It was probably made
from an artillery shell case.
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Peter Stadlera now posts about the Greek
mathematician Euclid, who is mentioned in

Death and Mr Pickwick. Although it is only a
brief mention, it is actually far more important
than you might think. I was inspired to mention
Euclid because of a very important academic
paper I read which I believe was called "Visual
Design in The Pickwick Papers". The paper noted
that The Pickwick Papers seems to be full of
circles and straight lines. Mr Pickwick himself is

composed of circles - a fat circular body, circular

spectacles, circular bald head and circular

magnifying glass. But many other things in the
book are circular too - rolling carriage wheels
and cricket balls, to name just two. There are
also straight lines such as the stumps the
cricket ball would hit, and also 'human straight

lines', that is to say the very thin people who
appear alongside the fatties. The academic e'

suggested that this was part of the reason
Pickwick succeeded - that there was a visual

design element to the text, which was inherently

appealing.



Indeed, the academic also suggested that
Mickey Mouse is similar to Mr nckwick, when
considered as a visual design - if you take
Mickey's huge circular ears, shrink them a
bit, and move them down, they turn into Mr
Pickwick's spectacles. This struck me as a
fascinating insight into the novel, and
suggestedthatOickens's involvement with an
artist, Robert Seymour, had created a deep
influence upon the text. So, I had Robert
Seymour's son think about these matters, and
mention Euclid - a man who knew a lot about
circles and straight lines himself. Over to
Peter:

“In Death and Mr Pickwick we read that
Euclid wrote his Elements. Well, this brings
back lessons in maths to us. The Elements is

the classic treatise in geometry written by
Greek mathematician Euclid around 300 BCE
and used as a textbook for more than 1 000
years in western Europe.



“Euclid, the ‘Father of Geometry’,

lived and worked in Alexandria,

Egypt, during the reign of Ptolemy

I. The Elements has been described

as the most influential textbook

ever written. Euclid’s Elements

was especially significant in the

development of science during the

Renaissance and Enlightenment.

Copernicus, Kepler, Galileo, and

Isaac Newton all used the text in

the development of their own
work.



“Euclid defined both classic geometry and
Greek number theory, forming the basis of
both logic and much of modern science.

While much of the book is based on the work
of earlier Greek mathematicians, including
Pythagoras and Hippocrates of Chois, Euclid

updated or replaced many of their proofs
with better ones of his own workings. The
book went through more than 2,000 editions,

consists of 465 propositions and is divided
into 13 ‘books’ (an archaic word for

‘chapters’): 1 is on triangles, 2 on
rectangles, 3 on circles, 4 on polygons, 5 on
proportion, 6 on similarity, 7-10 on number
theory, 1 1 on solid geometry, 1 2 on pyramids
and last and least 13 on Platonic solids.

The Elements started with 23 definitions,
five postulates, and five "common notions,"

and systematically built the rest of plane and
solid geometry upon this foundation.



“The five Euclid postulates are:

1. It is possible to draw a straight line

from any point to another point.

2. It is possible to produce a finite

straight line continuously in a straight

line.

3. It is possible to describe a circle with
any center and radius.

4. All right angles are equal to one
another.

5. If a straight line falling on two straight

lines makes the interior angles on the
same side less than two right angles, the
straight lines (if extended indefinitely)

meet on the side on which the angles
which are less than two right angles lie.



“Euclid's fifth postulate is known as

the parallel postulate. After more
than two millennia of study, this

postulate was found to be
independent of the others. In fact,

equally valid non-Euclidean

geometries were found to be
possible by changing the

assumption of this postulate.

Unfortunately, Euclid's postulates

were not rigorously complete and
left a large number of gaps. Hilbert

needed a total of 20 postulates to

construct a logically complete
geometry. ”



March 15

When I posted about Pickwickian ‘booziana’ recently,

I included a couple of advertisments for Pickwick

Rye, an early twentieth-century brand of whiskey. I

havejust discovered that the brand produced quite a

lot of advertisements featuring Mr Pickwick,

including this series on 'Pickwickian Philosophy.' Rest

assured - this branch of philosophy has nothing

whatsoever to do with Plato and Aristotle!











Pickwickian Philosophy

Ifyou would know

judge him by his

clothes—just quietly

notice if he orders

Pickwick Rye.
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The riots in Bristol, which spilled over into
Bath, and led to the assault on Moses
Pickwick's White Hart inn, were largely

precipitated by the appearance of one very
unpopular politician in the city. Peter
Stadlera now tells us more about that man.

“In Death and Mr Pickwick we meet Sir

Charles Wetherell, hear about the Bristol

riots and that Mansion House was looted...

Sir Charles Wetherell (1770-1846), politician

and lawyer, third son of Nathan Wetherell
(1726-1807), dean of Hereford and master of
University College, Oxford. He practised in

the first instance at the common-law bar,

joining the home circuit and Surrey sessions,

but he devoted himself to equity business
shortly after Eldon first became lord

chancellor, being something of a favourite
with him for the sake of his father and his

college.



“During the next twenty years Wetherell
(shown left) enjoyed an important practice,
and frequently appeared not only in the
courts of chancery, but before the privy

council, the House of Lords, and
parliamentary committees. He was appointed
a king's counsel in 1816, but when his patent
expired on the death of George III he
resumed his stuff gown for some little time
before it was renewed. He was elected a
bencher of his inn in 1816, and in 1825 was
treasurer. In the House of Commons he was
prominent but not influential, often effective
in debate but pedantic and bigoted, slovenly
in his dress, and somewhat of a buffoon. He
regularly and vehemently defended Lord
Eldon and the existing practice of the courts
of chancery against all criticism or proposals
for reform, and even Brougham's bankruptcy
bill in 1831 he fought relentlessly.



“He was equalty uncompromising in resisting Roman
catholic emancipation and parliamentary, municipal, and
university reform. Itwas difficult for the government to
overlook the claims of so active a debater, and at last, on
31 January 1824, he was appointed solicitor-general, and
was knighted on 1 0 March 1 824. He became a bitter

opponent alike of the Wellington and of the Whig
administrations. During the reform debates he was one of
the most conspicuous opponents of the ministry, and
spoke often and long in support of the existing franchise

and representation. So much was he identified in the
popular imagination with extreme and even fanatical
opposition to reform that it was his appearance in Bristol
which provoked the riots of 1831 . He had succeeded
Gifford in the recordership of Bristol, and proceeded on
29 October 1831 to open the assizes, in spite of warnings
that his appearance would provoke disturbances. These
warnings he simply reported to the home secretary,
intimating his intention to carry out his duty in the
ordinary way, whatever the risk to himself, and leaving

the government to take precautions to protect the public

peace. He was mobbed, hooted, and stoned, and with
some difficulty made his escape from Bristol by night,

and after considerable risk of losing his life. For three
days Bristol was in the hands of a riotous mob, and a
considerable part of the town was burnt.



“Wetherell returned to practice for some years,
and remained recorder of Bristol till his death.

He married, 28 December 1826, his cousin Jane
Sarah Elizabeth, second daughter of Sir

Alexander Croke. She died in 1831, and in 1838
he married Harriet Elizabeth, second daughter of

Colonel Warneford, of Warneford Place,
Wiltshire. There was no surviving issue of either

marriage. Wetherell, who had inherited a
considerable fortune on his father's death in

1 807, accumulated a very large one himself.

On 10 August 1846 he received injuries in a
carriage accident which proved fatal on the
17th, and he was buried in the Temple church on
the 25th.

He died intestate, leaving upwards of £200,000
and a great deal of landed property.

A statue of him was erected at Clifton in 1839.



“Wetherell's reputation has

suffered by the indiscretion and
violence of his speeches as an ultra

tory and protestant champion from
1826 to 1832. He is probably now
best remembered for the

accusation that he was drunk, and
‘the only lucid interval was that

between his waistcoat and his

breeches.’ Yet his political conduct
generally was fair and honourable,

and at the bar he was always
considered a man of scrupulous

bearing and honour.”



March 16

There are several references to sperm whale oil

in Death and Mr Pickwick. On one occasion, a
coachman finds a bottle with a little sperm oil in

the boot of his coach, and he says '"Ah, if a
bottle of oil could speak about its life, this one
could tell some tales, I'll bet" - which is a
Pickwickian in-joke, because in the Pickwick
Advertiser, the leaflet of advertisements sewn
into the serial parts of Pickwick, there is actually
an advertisement-cum-tale in which a bottle

tells its autobiography. On another occasion,

Hablot Browne refers to his uncle paying for his

indentures - and this contains a hidden allusion

to whaling, because his uncle was Elhanan
Bicknell, who made his money in the whaling
trade. And when Thomas Clarke is told the tale

of Chunee in the menagerie, he hears of another
exhibit in the menagerie, a sixty-foot sperm
whale skeleton. All of which provides an
introduction to today's first photo - which shows
Mr Pickwick engraved on to a sperm whale tooth,

an example of the art of scrimshaw, the carving

or etching of bone or ivory.

ng



But of course, if you are going to

light a sperm-oil lamp, some
matches would be handy. I have

posted about Pickwickian

matchbooks before, but are there

Pickwickian matchboxes too?

Indeed there are. Including a

peculiar one which does not show

Mr Pickwick, but makes a pun upon

his name.
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Peter Stadlera's latest post, about the
Prerogative Court of Canterbury, might seem,
at first sight, to be a historical post • and, of
course, it is - but to me it brings back
memories of uncovering the fraud which
Dickens and his associates perpetrated to
airbrush Robert Seymour out of history. I can
remember how I tried to find evidence of the
existence of John Foster of Richmond, the
supposed original of Mr Pickwick, by looking
in the database of the Prerogative court to
see if I could find his will. At first, I thought I

had done so - 'That HAS to be him!" I

thought, when I saw a John Foster of
Richmond, of the right period, in the
database. . . but no, this was a John Foster of
Richmond, Virginia, USA, whose will

happened to be proved in England. And of
course, there was no evidence of a will

belonging to John Foster of Richmond,
Surrey, UK, for the simple reason that he did
not exist.



i

Dickens and his associates could
never have conceived that computer
technology would one day allow
someone to search records in an
instant, and thereby uncover their
fraud. You will recall that, on the
Dickens Blog, I was accused of being
a "hate-driven conspiracy theorist"

and "inept". It really borders on the
disgusting that such assertions are
made - which in essence, try to

extend Dickens's fraud into the
twenty-first century. Is it any wonder
that I strongly suspect that
Dickensians deliberately suppressed
the huge amount of evidence about
Seymour which mysteriously vanished
in the 1920s? Anyway, over to Peter.



“In Death and Mr Pickwick we read about the
Prerogative Court of Canterbury. The
Prerogative Court of Canterbuiy (PCC) was a
church court under the authority of the
Archbishop of Canterbury, which was
responsible for the probate of wills and trials

of testamentary causes where the value of
the goods involved was greater than five

pounds, and the property was held in two (or

more) dioceses within Great Britain. While
wills might also be proven at York,
Canterbury's jurisdiction covered Southern
England (including London) and Wales. Its

archive also contains larpe numbers of wills

relating to individuals who died abroad, but
who owned property in Britain. In the period
between 1680 and 1820 the Court proved on
average 3,700 wills a year, including large
numbers of Irish and colonial wills, and those
of soldiers and sailors who died while in

service.
”



March 17

The section of Death and Mr Pickwick dealing
with Dickens's love for Maria Beadnell was
one I really enjoyed writing. I felt it added to
the 'vastness' of Death and Mr Pickwick. And,
in a sense, it 'completed the catalogue'. The
book covers a huge range of nineteenth-
century society, from the highest tiers to the
lowest; it touches upon many human themes
- art, madness, war, imprisonment and much
more besides. But without a section dealing
with intense, passionate, and obsessive love,

there was something missing. I also
considered including a section dealing with
Maria's later regrets at turning down Dickens
- as Dickens's fame grew, it seems that Maria
hit the bottle. I discovered some interesting
material about this in a scrapbook in the
Dickens Museum, in which a former servant
told of Maria's response to Dickens's colossal
success. However, as I have said on many
occasions, I had to make cuts in the
manuscript, and so I dropped this part.



But this post also gives me an
opportunity to pass on an anecdote
told to me by Dickens's descendant
Mark Dickens, the current designated
'Head' of the Dickens family. Mark
used to serve in the Royal Navy on a
submarine. Anyway, at meals he
started chatting to another
submariner, and the two became
quite good friends. There came a
point where Mark revealed that his

surname was Dickens, and then of
course he admitted that he was a
descendant of THE Dickens. There
was a shock, though, when the other
submariner revealed who HIS

ancestor was. None other than Maria
Beadnell herself!



March 17

Here is Peter Stadlera on the King James
Bible, which is mentioned in Death and Mr
Pickwick because, as Peter says, it was
put together by a committee, and there
were rumours that the same was the case

with The Pickwick Papers. And great to

see the Bible with Death and Mr Pickwick

fan Dr Rowan Williams!

“In Death and Mr Pickwick we come across

the King James Bible. This is an English

translation of the Christian Bible for the

Church of England that began in 1604 and
was completed in 1611. First printed by
the King's Printer Robert Barker, this was
the third translation into English to be
approved by the English Church
authorities.



“The first was the Great Bible commissioned in

the reign of King Henry VIII (1535), and the
second was the Bishops' Bible of 1568. In January
1604, James I convened the Hampton Court
Conference where a new English version was
conceived in response to the perceived problems
of the earlier translations as detected by the
Puritans, a faction within the Church of England.
The translation is widely considered a towering
achievement in English literature, as both
beautiful and scholarly. James gave the
translators instructions intended to guarantee
that the new version would conform to the
ecclesiology and reflect the episcopal structure
of the Church of England and its belief in an
ordained clergy. The translation was done by 47
scholars, all of whom were members of the
Church of England. In common with most other
translations of the period, the New Testament
was translated from Greek, the Old Testament
was translated from Hebrew and Aramaic, while
the Apocrypha was translated from Greek and



"In the Book of Common Prayer (1662), the text of the
Authorized Version replaced the text of the Great Bible -

for Epistle and Gospel readings (but not for the Psalter
which has retained substantial^ Coverdale's Great Bible

version) - and as such was authorized by Act of
Parliament. By the first half of the 1 8th century, the
Authorized Version had become effectively unchallenged
as the English translation used in Anglican and English

Protestant churches, other than for the Psalms and some
short passages in the Book of Common Prayer. Over the
course of the 18th century, the Authorized Version
supplanted the Latin Vulgate as the standard version of
scripture for English-speaking scholars. With the
development of stereotype printing at the beginning of
the 19th century, this version of the Bible became the
mostwidely printed book in history - almost all such
printings presenting the standard text of 1 769 extensively

re-edited by Benjamin Btayney at Oxford, and nearly
always omitting the books of the Apocrypha. Today the
unqualified title King James Version' commonly identifies

this Oxford standardtext.



“Here we see Rowan Williams (the

former Archbishop of Canterbury

who has chosen Death and Mr
Pickwick as book of the year), with

the 400-year-old King James Bible

in Lambeth Palace library.”



March 17

Today is the birthday of Sir Pelzi, the

official Death and Mr Pickwick cat! I

hope that all DaMP fans will join me
in saying: "Happy birthday, Sir Pelzi!“

“+++ Newsflash

It’s time to play the music

It’s time to light the lights

It's time to meet Sir Pelzi on his

birthday tonight

He's the most sensational,

inspirational, celebrational, literary

Pickwickian cat...

HAPPY BIRTHDAY DEAR SIR PELZI!!!!”
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The tragic death of rock keyboardist Keith

Emerson last week brought back memories
of my teenage years, and in particular of

the Emerson, Lake and Palmer album
Brain Salad Surgery. I can remember
eagerly buying a special issue of The New
Musical Express which included a floppy

45rpm of the title track as a free gift in

advance of the album’s release. And there
is indeed a tenuous connection between
Brain Salad Surgery and Death and Mr
Pickwick - because the cover art

represented my first exposure to the work
of H R Giger, who would later find fame as

the designer of the Alien movies, which
are mentioned in one of the modern-day
sections of my novel.



And Emerson’s suicide, via a gunshot, of

course reminded me of Seymour's death.

Seymour shot a fowling-gun at his heart;

but it was my brother - who is very
interested in firearms - who pointed out

to me a problem with such a method: the

human arm is not long enough to reach
the trigger if the muzzle is aimed at the

chest. So how did Seymour do it? Judging
from various books about Dickens, it

would seem that some Dickensians have
noted this problem too - and their

response has been to fabricate a solution.

Thus, one finds statements to the effect

that Seymour attached a string to the

trigger. The problem is that there is no

evidence at all of such a string - certainly,

no string was mentioned at the inquest.



The person who solved the mystery of

Seymour’s suicide was the American
Samuel Lambert, in a little-known paper
called The Mystery of Robert Seymour. As

you will recall, in the 1920s, Lambert
came to the UK to investigate Seymour,

and he found that the Dickens Fellowship
was most unwilling to talk to him.

However, Lambert obviously continued to

think about Seymour, because in his paper,

published in 1939, he provided the

solution to the suicide’s mystery: Seymour
must have prodded the trigger with the

ramrod - and it was indeed mentioned at

the inquest that the ramrod was found

beside Seymour’s body.



Lambert also used a statement in his

paper, which I have sometimes used

myself, in speeches: Charles Dickens left

behind two mysteries when he died - the
mystery of the ending to his unfinished

novel Edwin Drood, and the mystery of

Robert Seymour. Dickensians have devoted
an awful lot of time to Edwin Drood, but

so little time to Robert Seymour that they
have not even bothered finding out

whereabouts, on his body, he aimed the

gun - because, quite often, alongside the
fabrication about the string, you will find

a statement to the effect that Seymour
shot himself in the head. Wrong again, I’m

afraid, my dear Dickensians.



March 19

In the trial scene in The Pickwick Papers, Buzfuz

tries to paint Mr Pickwick as a sexual predator, and

he finds salacious content in the phrase “chops and

tomata sauce”, which appeared in a letter Mr
Pickwick wrote to his landlady, Mrs Bardell. I suppose

it is inevitable that the colossal fame of the trial

scene would, at some point, lead a food company to

market a Pickwick brand of tomatoes - and sure

enough, that happened in the early twentieth

century, in Kansas City. I



f<e PICKWICK But also, nowadays, a store in Greenville, South Carolina,

The Pickwick Pharmacy and Soda Fountain, holds an

annual Tomato Pie Contest. They say: “Many people ask

the question - isn’t a tomato pie just a pizza? The answer

is no. A tomato pie is a southern tradition which many
southerners may remember from summervacations in the

CaroHnas. It’s a savory, not sweet, pie filled with fresh

tomatoes, basil and special filling. We hear that the

secret is in your choice of tomato.
”

You can find recipes for tomato pie online. Would any

DaMP fan like to try baking a tomato pie, and sending me
photos of their cooking and eating exploits?
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Here is Peter Stadlera's latest post. I

have been to the Halfway to Heaven
pub, shown in his second photo. They
put on cabaret, featuring drag acts.

“In Death and Mr Pickwickwe read
about the Golden Cross Inn in

Duncannon Street. Well, let’s go to

that pub. The address is at Cross

Lane in the 1854 licence transfer. It

was renamed the Duncannon, 3

Duncannon Street, by 1899. The site

was redeveloped as Golden Cross

House in 1931, but a pub, of much
more modest size, was retained -

called the Duncannon.



“In 1991 it was renamed Halfway II

Heaven. Oh by the way, that's not

my car parked outside, but it is

very similar looking to my car. At

first glance I thought, wow, I was

lucky to get a parking lot directly

in front of the Halfway.”

Street. WC2 - In April I
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Peter Stadlera now writes about the

prison where Thomas Clarke, the man
imprisoned for debt in Death and Mr
Pickwick, spent his last days. I like the
fact that there is still a 'relic' of the

prison, in the street sign 'King's Bench
Walk'. Peter's posts show the huge
potential that Death and Mr Pickwick has

for suggesting historical outings.

“In Death and Mr Pickwick we read about
the Queen's Prison and wonder where this

prison might have been and what was it

all about. The Queen's Bench Prison

started in Southwark during the sixteenth

century as the King's Bench Prison, and
was primarily for debtors.





“A local riot in 1780 resulted in

prison being burned, but it was

quickly rebuilt.



“During the 1 840's the prison was amalgamated at its

original Borough Road site with two others and

renamed Queens Bench . It remained primarily a

debtors prison until the middle years of Queen
Victoria's reign (1837-1901), when arrest for debt

was abolished. By 1872, Queen's Bench had been

renamed Southwark Convict Prison. It was finally

demolished in 1 880. The prison is identified as

Queen's Bench in the 1859 map. It was also

presented as such in Davies' map of 1 843 and

Stanford's map of 1862.”



March 21

Today, Peter Stadlera's piece about

The Fleet Prison mentions the Fleet

river, from which the prison takes its

name. . .and by coincidence I went in

search of the source of this over the

weekend, as you will see.

“In Death and Mr Pickwickwe read

about many prisons. In today's post

we’ll take a look at the Fleet Prison.

This was a historic London prison,

dating back at least to William the

Conqueror and Norman days. It was
named after the Fleet river, a

tributary of the Thames.



“The Fleet Prison was situated on the east
side of Farrinsdon Street. Prisoners there
were those adjudged guilty by the Court
of Star Chamber, which ‘exercised
unlimited authority, and inflicted heavier
punishments than by any law were
warranted.’ Originally, it was chiefly a
‘house of detention’ for debtors, and
those who had committed
misdemeanours, but later it also came to

house those found guilty of contempt of
court and other offenses. In the early
sixteenth century, the Fleet was a popular
place to send anyone deemed
troublesome by the lords of the Council.

In fact, the Articles of Impeachment
against Cardinal Wolsey recount many
cases where he sent people to the Fleet
without any due process.



“The Fleet was also convenient for

housing political prisoners and religious

dissidents. In 1553, John Hooper and
Miles Coverdale appeared before the Privy

Council, and Hooper was sent to the Fleet

for dissent; Coverdale left for the

continent, and published the first English

Bible. Hooper's description of his

imprisonment was recorded by John Foxe
in his Book of Martyrs. Even in Queen
Elizabeth's time, the Fleet housed
religious prisoners, and by then prisoners

were also sent to the Fleet by the courts

of Chancery, Common Pleas, and
Exchequer. The lodgings by modern
standards would be considered terrible,

but the Fleet Prison was better than many
others, for example Newgate Gaol.



“However, even in the reign of Edward III, in 1355, an
inquest was held into the conditions; the stream running
near the prison was polluted by public latrines and waste
to the point that the stench was unbearable, and
infectious diseases were likely to sicken the prisoners. By
1381, and the Peasants' Revolt, the Fleet had already
gained enough of a vile name for Wat Tyler’s men to rush
the prison, ransack its stores of food, and bum down
many of the buildings in the Liberty of the Fleet. In the
reign of King Henry VIII, the poet Henry Howard, Earl of
Surrey, described the Fleet as a ‘noisome prison, whose
pestilent airs are not unlike to bring some alteration of
health. ’ All prisoners had to pay fees for their lodgings
and for favourable treatment. The wardens of the Fleet
were notorious for charging exorbitantly high sums and
abusing their posts. The firstrecord of such abuses is

from the reign of Henry IV in 1400. For minor offenders
(and the noble and influential) in the Fleet, there existed
the possibility of bail, which meant that prisoners, fora
certain sum, could reside within the Liberties of the
Fleet, mansion houses near the prison. Here too, money
could buy a certain amount of freedom; alas, for the
debtors, such possibilities were few.



“Of ill treatment, or ‘tyranny’, by the
wardens, records are many. The abuses
included ‘squeezing’ of prisoners,

physical violence, sexual molestation,

theft, endangerment by putting two
prisoners hostile to each other in the

same cell, and so on. Upon entry to the
prison, an additional fee was charged not

to put the prisoner in chains; the most
unfortunate souls were put in the cellars,

called sarcastically by the prisoners,

‘Bartholomew Fair’, subterranean
dungeons where perishing from illness was
almost guaranteed. The conditions were
deplorable; when ill-treated prisoners

died, their deaths were chalked up to

‘jail-fever.’



“The famous personages imprisoned within
the Fleet included Bisnop Stephen Gardiner;
Edmund Bonner, Bishop of London, for

refusing to take the oath of supremacy to
King Edward VI; William Herbert, the 3rd Earl

of Pembroke, patron of Shakespeare, for

seducing one of Queen Elizabeth's maids of
honour; Henry Wriothesley, the 3rd Earl of
Southampton, one of Queen Elizabeth's

favourites, for marrying without her
permission; Ben Jonson for his partin writing
the play The Isle of Dogs, considered
seditious; Sir Walter Raleigh, imprisoned for

treason, who was moved there briefly from
the Tower to escape an outbreak of the
plague; John Donne after his secret marriage
to Anne More; the playwright William
Wycherley for debt; William Penn, the
founder of Pennsylvania, for refusing to pay
an artificially inflated debt to his steward;
and Daniel Defoe for bankruptcy; the list is

neverending.



“The Fleet was burned to the

ground in the Great Fire of London
in 1666. It was rebuilt very much
like it had been, only to be
destroyed in the Gordon Riots in

1780, and was again rebuilt. After

several inquiries into the

conditions of the prison, it was
closed by an act of Parliament, in

1842, in Queen Victorias reign. In

1 844 the prison was sold to the

Corporation of the City of London,
who had the prison demolished
shortly after.”



March 21

Peter Stadlera has just posted

about the Fleet Prison and, by

coincidence, over the weekend my
friend Alex Joanides took me to

see the source of the Fleet River!

He actually showed me two

sources, of different tributaries of

the Fleet - the first photo shows

the Vale of Health, in Hampstead.





March 22

On March 31 st, it will be the 1 80th
anniversary of the day Mr Pickwick entered
the world, with the publication of the first

serial part of The Pickwick Papers. To mark
the anniversary, I thought I would do a
countdown of images between now and the
31st, with every image referring to a single

year between 1836 and 2016. Today, there
are images from 1 836 to 1 870, the year that
Dickens died. Some of the images will refer
to Death and Mr Pickwick, rather than The
Pickwick Papers - and so, for instance, in

today's set, you will see pictures concerning
Lord Melbourne, Pierce Egan, and Charles
Whitehead - but all will serve to mark 'The
Pickwick Years". You will see not only
portrayals of Pickwickian characters, but also
clippings from newspapers, and examples of
how the popularity of The Pickwick Papers
led to many things being called Pickwick.
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Ramsgate features in Death and Mr
Pickwick via the story that Dickens

was working on prior to Pickwick,

The Tuggs's at Ramsgate. Peter

Stadlera has just posted about the

town:

“In Death and Mr Pickwick we read

about Ramsgate Beach ‘where men
typically stood with telescopes and

opera-glasses, ogling bathers’.



“Well, Ramsgate is a seaside town

in the district of Thanet in east

Kent, England.





“As of 2001 it had a population of

around 40,000. Ramsgate’s main

attraction is its coastline, and its

main industries are tourism and

fishing.





“The artist Vincent Van Gogh moved to Ramsgate in

April 1876, at the age of 23. He boarded at 1

1

Spencer Square, which is identified by a blue plaque.

He obtained work as a teacher at a local school in

Royal Road. In one of his letters to his brother Theo,

he described his surroundings: ‘There’s a harbour full

of all kinds of ships, closed in by stone jetties

running into the sea on which one can walk. And
further out one sees the sea in its natural state, and

that’s beautiful.'

/ VINCENTX
VAN GOGH '

1853-1890
Painter

. lived here /V 1876 y



“I've found an interesting pen-and-
ink drawing by James Tissot showing
a room overlooking the seaside at

Ramsgate. The beach and harbour
were popular subjects for 19th-
century artists, butTissot’s unusual
interiorview shows only a glimpse of
boats. He uses the linear medium to

weave a pattern of masts,
architecture and furniture. Resorts
like Ramsgate were often settings for

modern-life novels and plays such as

those of Wilkie Collins. The empty
room suggests absence and events
past or yet to come. Tissot added
figures to the scene in three other
versions of this composition.”
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Here is another very informative post by

Peter Stadlera, which actually points to a
minor geographical error I made in Death
and Mr Pickwick. I have Seymour's son say

that he went to the Charing Cross

hospital, which was ironically the very

place where Mr Pickwick's spectacles

came off in the struggle with the cabman.
That would have been true with regard to

the hospital’s Villiers Street address, but

by the time of Seymour's son, the hospital

had changed location. But I don't think

these little errors are a problem - Dickens

made similar mistakes in Pickwick, and so,

as my novel parallels The Pickwick Papers,

probably a sprinkling of errors should



Peter Stadlera: “In Death and Mr Pickwick we
read about the Charing Cross Hospital. In

1818 Dr. Benjamin Golding established the
'West London Infirmary and Dispensary' at 1

6

Suffolk Street, behind the Haymarket
Theatre. The infirmary had been the dream
of Dr. Golding, who wanted to establish a
place of healing for the poor. The then Duke
of York and Albany was asked to become
patron; he accepted, and the hospital was
thenceforth known as the Royal West London
Infirmary. Following this, the then-Duchess of
York ana Albany ana Duke of Cambridge also
became patrons. In 1821 , the infirmary was
reaching capacity, treating nearly 10,000
patients a year, so a new site was found, at
28 Villiers Street, near Charing Cross in the
heart of the metropolis. The infirmary had
room for twelve beds. Shortly afterwards, a
plan was put in place to establish a medical
school alongside the infirmary.



“In 1829, the Charing Cross Hospital Medical
School was recognised by the newly founded
University of London though the school had been
training doctors since 1822. Over the years, the
list of benefactors and patrons grew, including

many from the Royal Family. In 1827, the name
of the Royal West London Infirmary was changed
to the more appropriate 'Charing Cross Hospital'.

Plans were drawn up by architect Mr Decimus
Burton in 1830 and a site was found, just off the
Strand. On 15 September 1831 the foundation
stone was laid by the Duke of Sussex. The first

completed ward was named after the daughter
of the Duchess of Kent, Princess Victoria, who
eventually became Queen Victoria. The principal
ward for men was named Golding Ward, after

the founder. The hospital itself was completed in

January 1834, at a total cost of £20000, and in

October of that year, the 22 medical students
were transferred from Villiers Street to the new
building. [4] The hospital and medical school
continued to expand.



“When King's College London opened, it needed a medical
school and offeredCharing Cross a substantial amount of
money to train their students. Dr Golding was opposed to
the idea and in 1839, after several years of negotiation,
King's College decided to set up their own medical school.

During those years, the school saw difficult times, and
the number of students enrolling plummeted. By 1840,
faith in the school had been restored and the number of
students increased dramatically; however, Dr. Golding
suffered a stroke. By 1 854 the hospital was flourishing

and the top floor, which had been left as an empty shell,

was completed. In 1856 Dr. Golding retired as Director of
Charing Cross Hospital Medical School. The hospital
encountered hard times after several new hospitals, with
larger medical schools, were established in central
London. However, Charing Cross Hospital weathered the
storm: in 1866 it had professional nursing staff, and the
hospital was enlarged several times over the next few

S
ears - in fact, after a major rebuild in 1 877 the hospital
ad doubled in size



“Golding died on 21 June 1863 and

is buried in Brompton Cemetery,

London. Since 31 March 2012, it

has become tradition for Imperial

College medical students in their

final year to visit Golding's tomb on

the day of their final year dinner,

to honour their teachers and to be

inspired to emulate Golding's

achievements.” T



March 24

Day 3 of ‘The Pickwick Years’

.
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The great Peter Stadlera now looks

at Samuel Johnson. I rememberthat,
during the period when I was working

on Death and Mr Pickwick, I was
reading Johnson's book Rasselas when
I was travelling on a London tube
train. The passenger opposite me
noticed the book, and he started a
conversation - it turned out that he
was a Johnson-enthusiast, and he
said that he always turned towards

Johnson's dictionary first if he
needed to look up a word, and only if

the word wasn't in Johnson would he
use a modern dictionary!



Peter Stadlera: “In Death and Mr
Pickwick we read about Boswell's Life

of Johnson. Samuel Johnson was born

in Lichfield, England, on September
18, 1709; his father Michael was a

bookseller. Johnson was not a
healthy infant, and there was
considerable question as to whether
he would survive: he was baptized

almost immediately. The availability

of the books in his father's shop, and
his natural proclivity for learning,

contributed to his having extensive
knowledge at an early age. Johnson
had to leave Oxford for financial

reasons.



“In 1735, Johnson married

Elizabeth "Tetty" Porter, a woman
several years older than him: she

was 46, and he 25.



“As a young man, Johnson tried his hand
at a career as a schoolmaster, and was
unsuccessful - largely because he didn't

have a degree. To some extent, his

ungainly appearance, twitches, and
mannerisms made it difficult to maintain
the respect of his students. He eventually
(1737) went to London to seek his

fortune, and found employment as a
writer for various periodicals. Johnson
received a government pension in 1762. In

1763 he met a young Scot named James
Boswell in Thomas Davies’s bookstore in

London. The two became firm friends.
Boswell took notes of their conversations,
and leveraged those notes and other
material into the mammoth, landmark
biography The Life of Samuel Johnson.
(The full title is a bit longer.).



“Johnson's output included far more
than just his output of the 1750's, of

course. It also includes a complete
edition of Shakespeare; a number of

frequently cited political tracts;

sermons; a description of his 1773
tour to Scotland with Boswell, with

considerable discussion of the change
of an era; and a series of biographies

of numerous British poets (The Lives

of the Poets), commissioned to

accompany reprints of each poet's

works. Johnson died on December
13, 1784. Boswell's biography was
published in 1791.



”ln London you have to go to the

Dr Johnson House...
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Alas, Death and Mr Pickwick did

not make the final six of the

Walter Scott Prize, but

congratulations to the books that

were chosen:

http://www.thetimes.co.uk/.../.../

uk/scotland/article471 9577.ece



"A fantastic novel."

That's how Elizabethan Buchan,

author of the New York Times

bestseller Revenue of the Middle-

Aged Woman has just described

Death and Mr Pickwick on twitter.

She responded to my own tweet

announcing that DaMP had not

made the shortlist, and said she

was very sorry. Do take a look at

Elizabeth's website:

http://elizabethbuchan.com/
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Peter Stadlera now looks at the ancient British

leader Vortigern, who is mentioned towards the
end of Death and Mr Pickwick, when the mad
sailor is beside a standing stone. When I

namedropped' Vortigern, I wanted to suggest
that he represented a culture in which the
English language was not spoken - and if his

reign had continued, The Pickwick Papers as we
know it would not have existed, because the
novel is tied up with the English language, and
English speech, as emphasised by the swapping
of the letters V and 'W', and it is doubtful that
this could find an equivalent in Welsh. I also find

Vortigern a fascinating figure. When I was
looking at Peter's post, he mentions that
Vortigern's name was written as Wyrtgeorn by
later Anglo-Saxons, and it strikes me that this

could be a deliberate piece of wordplay, since it

could be thought of as meaning "root yearn" or
"plant yearn" (from Old English 'wyrt', meaning
'wort', root' or 'plant', and georn' meaning
'yearn'.) And what could be more appropriate for

Vortigern - a man whose dynasty was uprooted.



“In Death and Mr Pickwick we meet
Vortigern and ask ourself who this

legendary man was. The name, which has

been anglicized as Vortigern, appears in

the oldest Welsh records as Guorthigirn

and later as Gwrtheyrn. Bede, writing in

Latin, uses the very early forms
Vertigernus and Uurtigernus; in the later

Anglo-Saxon transmission these are
rendered as Wyrtgeorn. The meaning is

explained as ‘High Lord' or 'Overlord'.

Tigern does not quite have the meaning of

'King', which is usually represented in

names with the form 'Rex', as in

Ri(othamus) or (Vortime)Rix, though a

more loose translation with ‘King
1 may not

be totally incorrect. Incorrect would be a
translation of Vortigern' as 'High King'.



“Vortigem Is mentioned in two entries of the Anglo Saxon
Chronicle: AD 449 and AD 455. Much is taken from Bede,
which accounts for the traditional dating. For the year
449 it mentions the Adventus Saxonum, with Vortigem as
'king of the Britons' inviting the brothers Hengist and
Horsa. Significantly, in the same year there is a second
invitation to the Angles. For the year 455 the chronicle
mentions a great battle between the Saxons and the
Britons under Vortigem, the Saxons are victorious and no
more is heard of Vortigem or his sons. Modern writers
have tended to treat Vortigem as a shadowy or semi-
mythical character and try to eliminate him as far as
possible from the history of the early fifth century. In any
case he had power over a wide area, from Kent to Wales.
He might have held the former Roman province of
Britannia Prima, but his power evidently went beyond
that at some stage in his life. As a large landholder, he
probably owned personally the territory of Gwrtheyrnion,
which had probably been an imperial estate. Genealogies
also claim his overlordship over southern Wales,
explained through his wife Sevira, whose fatherMagnus
Maximus had supposedly married into the local dynasty.
So it could be argued that Vortigem was the natural
inheritor of Maximus' claim to Britain in general and large
parts of Wales in particular. Historians can't tell for sure



“But he's a fascinating character of historical

and legendary stories. Vortigern was recently

portrayed by the Dutch actor Rutger Hauer in a
fantasy re-telling of the Arthurian legend.
According to the History Channel there is an
historical record of an overlord called Vortigern,

who lived in the 5th Century. He was a corrupt
leader who contracted out the defence of Britain

from the Piets and the Scots to Saxon
mercenaries living across the English channel. In

exchange for their services, he gave the Saxons
grain tributes and prime lands that had been
occupied by Briton lords. Eventually, he could
not reconcile the competing demands of the
Saxons with those of the other Britons, and the
Saxons killed him when he refused to pay the
tribute owed .

Some scholars believe that the ruins of an
ancient fort in modern-day Wales are the
remnants of Vortigern’s primary base. It

overlooks the river Teifi, an area which Welsh
historical sources connect to Vortigern.”



March 26

‘The Pickwick Years’ continue....The Dry

Pickwick which you will see in this batch
was a story by the humorist Stephen
Leacock which imagined that the forces of

prohibition in the USA had led to a version

of The Pickwick Papers in which all the

episodes featuring alcohol were removed.
(I think probably a book the size of a

pamphlet would be left...) And the book
'Mr Pickwick's Second Time on Earth

imagined Mr Pickwick time-travelling to

the twentieth century.

You will also notice that the 1936 Pickwick

Exhibition was arranged by "W.Miller".

Miller is my 'prime suspect' for the person
who acquired the material about Seymour
which mysteriously vanished in the 1920s.









1933
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Peter Stadlera now visits the village

of Shorne, which appears near the
end of Death and Mr Pickwick. In the

post, Peter mentions Dickens's

awareness of Shorne, and it has

indeed been suggested that Shorne's

churchyard was the 'original' of a

churchyard mentioned in The
Pickwick Papers. This link with

Dickens was important to me when I

came to choose Shorne as a location

for the tale of the mad sailor,

because I wanted to suggest that

Dickens could have plausibly written

the tale.



“In Death and Mr Pickwick we read
about the Shorne churchyard. Shorne
is a village and civil parish in the
Gravesham District of Kent, England.
The parish is three miles (4.8 km) to
the east of Gravesend. Most of the
land is well-drained but its marshes,
the Shorne Marshes, reach down to

the Thames Estuary and are an SSSI

(Site of Special Interest) amid the
North Kent Marshes on the Hoo
Peninsula proper. Cobham Hall and
Darnley Mausoleum (we already had
posts about those locations) are
about 2 miles to the south. In the
vicinity of Cobham Woods is the
idyllic village of Shorne, dominated
by the tower of a Saxon church.



“Dickens had pondered being

buried here, in the peaceful

churchyard, or in Cobham or

Rochester, near the cathedral that

he features so prominently in the

action of his final novel, The

Mystery of Edwin Drood.
”
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Continuing the countdown of ‘The

Pickwick Years', to celebrate the

1 80th anniversary of The Pickwick

Papers. .

.



SHERLOCK HOLMES

MR. PICKWICK

1

9

9-1













You'll notice here the poster for

the 1952 Pickwick Papers movie.

The star of this, James Hayter,

went on to become the voiceover

artist responsible for the well-

known series of ads "Mr Kipling

makes exceedingly good cakes".
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Easter greetings from Sir Pelzi,

official Death and Mr Pickwick

(Playing the role of an Easter

bunny!)



March 27

Here is Peter Stadlera on an artist

who is mentioned in Death and Mr
Pickwick, Sir Joshua Reynolds.

Towards the end of the novel,

Seymour's son says: "Sometimes I

think my father didn't really want to

be a caricaturist at all. I suspect he
always wanted to be a distinguished

painter like Joshua Reynolds." I have
a vague recollection that I was told

something similar by the son of Ged
Melling - the manic-depressive
modern-day cartoonist upon whom
my portrayal of Seymour was partly

based - and I then applied the
comment to Seymour.



*

Peter Stadlera: “In Death and Mr Pickwick we
read about the Portrait of Joshua Reynolds.
Well, let's have a closer look at it.

Joshua Reynolds was born in the town of
Plympton (now a suburb of the city of
Plymouth), on 16 July 1723. He was the
youngest of seven sons born to the Reverend
Samuel Reynolds, a local Grammar School
master, and his wife Theophilia. Reynolds'
talent as an artist was clear from an early
age and he went on to become one of
Britain's finest and most fashionableportrait
painters - mixing with some of the 1 8th
century's best-known 'celebrities', enjoying
the patronage of some of the South West's
most wealthy landowning families and
becoming the founding President of the
famous London arts institute, the Royal
Academy.



“By the 1760s, Reynolds was very much a
part of London society and had made the
acquaintance of powerful families, leading
thinkers, actors and politicians. He was
active in the Society of Artists when it was
created in 1759, drafting their policy
documents and submitting his work to their

annual shows. By 1768 he was a Director, but

a
uarrels amongst the artists had caused great
ivisions and the Society disbanded. The

Royal Academy as we know it today was
created by King George III later that year.

Reynolds had not previously enjoyed a good
relationship with the monarch, having been
passed over in favour of Allan Ramsay for the

R
osition of Painter to the King in 1761

.

owever, once he realised the King was
serious about granting licence to create the
Academy and make him President, he
returned from where he was staying in

France. He was elected on 14 December
1768.



“The Academy's aim was (and still is) 'to

promote the arts of design'. It was an art
school, an exhibition venue and a lobbying
body for British artists. Reynolds was truly

dedicated to the cause of British art and
combined his painting with running the
Academy for some 20 years, helping to
develop its theories and becoming its

chief spokesperson. The annual discourses
that he gave to students were eventually
published and remain with us today as
some of the earliest formal art lessons in

England. He recognised the power of the
printed press ana frequently appeared in

their gossip columns. The printing of

images enabled him to reach newer,
broader audiences and he worked with
the best engravers to produce over 400
'official' prints in his lifetime.



"He chose his friends tactically too, making
the most of the new social mobility that the
intellectual societies and clubs of his day
offered. He established his own 'Literary

Club' in 1 764 which had poets, writers and
actors amongst its members and his mansion
in the popular area of Leicester Fields

(today’s Leicester Square) became a centre
for London’s intellectual and social circles.

Besides his club friends, he also sought out
commissions from notable politicians,

philosophers and powerful families. Reynolds'
combination of well-known, popular
subjects, classical symbols and styles and
speedy, cheap reproductions was a winning
formula which helped to boost his own fame
just as much as the celebrity status of the
people he painted. In 1769 he was knighted
and in 1 784 he finally succeeded where he
had previously failea and took over from
Allan Ramsay as Painter to the King.



“He continued to paint until 1789,

ceasing to work after this due to

failing eyesight. He died in London

on 23 February 1792. His body lay

in state for a day at Somerset

House. The funeral took place at St

Paul's Cathedral. At the time of his

passing he was England's foremost

portrait painter having painted,

according to estimates, more than

2,000 portraits during his lifetime.

I've selected the picture of Mrs

Hale...



“...and Cupid Untying the Zone of
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Dory, the official Death and Mr
Pickwick parrot, wishes us a Happy

Easter too.



March 28

Getting closer to Mr Pickwick's 180th
birthday on March 31...

Two things are worthy of special note in

today's part of the countdown. First, the
image for 1957 shows a comic book
version of The Pickwick Papers which I

came across very recently. I had thought
that only one comic book treatment of
Pickwick existed - a Spanish version - but
this is different, with a different artist,

and was published in Brazil, in

Portuguese. (But so far, I haven't seen an
Englisn-language comic strip treatment of

Pickwick .)

Second, take a look at a very young Ian
McKellen in the picture for 1961.

The countdown will continue tomorrow...
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In Death and Mr Pickwick, I

mention the mud of St Georges

Fields, in London. But Peter

Stadlera has found that there is a

lot of history in that mud...

“In Death and Mr Pickwick we read

about St. George's Field - and I

have come across a ‘massacre’ of

old in my research.



“The Massacre of St George's Fields

occurred on 10 May 1768 when
government soldiers opened fire on
demonstrators that had gathered at St

George's Fields, Southwark in south

London. The protest was against the

imprisonment of the radical Member of

Parliament John Wilkes for writing an
article that severely criticised King George
III. As many as 15,000 people gathered

near the prison. They began chanting

‘Wilkes and Liberty’, ‘No Liberty, No
King’, and ‘Damn the King! Damn the

Government! Damn the Justices!’ outside

the prison. After the reading of the Riot

Act telling the crowds to disperse within

the hour, six or seven people were killed

when fired on by troops.



“The Irish playwright and

government supporter Hugh Kelly

made a defence of the

government's right to use force

against Wilkes' supporters. In 1770

Wilkes' supporters started a riot at

the production of Kelly's new play

A Word to the Wise at the Drury

Lane Theatre forcing the

abandonment of the production.
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The countdown of ‘The Pickwick

Years’ now reaches the late 1960s,

and goes on into the mid-1980s. I

wanted to included a sprinkling of

things in the countdown relating to

Death and Mr Pickwick, rather than

The Pickwick Papers, and so in this

batch you will see the first of

several images relating to the pop

music mentioned in my novel.











Liverpool's First Beatles Convention Mr.Pickwicks Club
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In order to create a sense of "life" in

a novel, I think it is very important
to pay great attention to details. So,

when I described the last days of
Moses Pickwick, as he sat in a chair
staring at a clock, I didn't merely say
"a clock" -

1
gave the clockmaker's

name, which Moses would have seen
on the dial. In his latest post, Peter
Stadlera gives us additional
information about that clockmaker.

“In Death and Mr Pickwickwe read
about William Townley of Temple
Cloud. I've found a rare, early
hooded wall alarm clock made by
this clockmaker.



“The clock features: a 7” brass dial

with silvered chapter ring and

central alarm disc; a well-engraved

dial centre and the original blued

steel single hand; the original oak

case with fine iron work fixings; a

verge escapement, single weight

driven mechanism which is made
as an integral part of the case; a

slide-off top with two iron strips to

hold the alarm hammer in place.



“William Townley of Temple Cloud

is recorded in The Chew Valley

Clockmakers book as working from

1700-1732.



“Temple Cloud is a village within

the Chew Valley in Somerset in the

Bath and North East Somerset

Council area on the A37 road. It is

located 10 miles from Bristol and

Bath, very close to Clutton.”
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The latest Big Issue magazine has a

double-page article about Death and
Mr Pickwick, by John Stafford

Ricketts, who describes the book as

"a brilliant detective story" and "a

great novel". (You will probably have
to zoom and scroll to read the text.)

The Big Issue is always a fine read,

and covers a tremendous range of

material, and this article follows on
from one about Dickens by the Big

Issues founder, Lord John Bird, which
appeared at the end of 201 5, in

which Lord Bird named Death and Mr
Pickwick as his book of the year.
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The Pickwick Papers of course was an
illustrated book, and in Death and Mr
Pickwick, I wanted to include some reference
to the beginnings of the practice of
illustrating books. This takes us back to
Caxton, the subject of today's post by Peter
Stadlera.

“In Death and Mr Pickwick we read about
Caxton's The Mirrour of the Worlde. The
Mirrour of the Worlde is the first illustrated

book, the first science book, and the first

encyclopaedia printed in England. In the
introduction, William Caxton tells his readers
that he translated it from French between
January 2 and March 8, 1481

,
at the request

of a fellow member of the Mercers Company
who wished to present it to Lord William
Hastings, Lord Chamberlain to Edward IV. The
Latin original was translated into French
meter in 1 245-6 for the Duke of Berry.



“Caxton worked from a prose

manuscript entitled Image du

Monde that was authored (or

scribed) in 1464 by Gossouin of

Metz. The text summarizes the

knowledge of the times at a level

of detail that would interest and

inform the reading public without

belaboringly excessive details and

scholastic argumentation. The
book was popular; Caxton

published it a second time in about

1490.
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“Image du monde is the work of a
well-read scholar who drew from
many sources. It offers a brief

geographical description of the world
and a compendium of scientific

knowledge, including cosmography,
geology, hydrology, meteorology,
geometry, astronomy, ‘where nell is

set and what it is,’ and ‘why money
is made’ (i.e., economics), among
other topics. Caxton faithfully and
accurately translated the
manuscript, except for a few
patriotic revisions such as the
addition of Oxford and Cambridge to

Paris as seats of learning and the
deletion of the assertion that
Englishmen have tails.



“The third edition selectively adds more
information: for example, a (garbled)
explanation of how to take the square root of
a number and the first description in English

of the techniques the ancients used to
enhance memoiy. Caxton’s illustrations were
based on those in the manuscript he used.
The blocks were likely the work of an English
woodcutter — better quality would have been
expected if they were imported. The third

edition of the Mirrour is nearly as rare and
more extensively illustrated than the Caxton
editions, with nearly 1 00 woodcuts up to full-

page in size that come from many sources
(not Caxton’s originals). Illustrations

demonstrate gravity on a spherical Earth and
the shadows cast by eclipses; they also
depict the dragons and unicorns in India and
the world’s four major rivers flowing out of
the Garden of Eden.



“As a collector of stamps I've found British

stamps on Caxton.

William Caxton, the first English printer,

was born in the Weald of Kent. In 1438, he

became apprenticed to Robert Large, a
leading textile merchant who became the

mayor of London the following year. After

Large's death in 1441, Caxton moved to

Bruges, the foremost center for trade
between the English and the Flemish, and
built up a thriving textile business. He
attained such prominence as a merchant
that by 1463 he was acting governor of

the MerchantAdventurers in the Low
Countries. In 1464, he attempted
unsuccessfully to renew a wool treaty

with Phillip, Duke of Burgundy.



“Four years later, Caxton
successfully completed the trade

negotiations with Charles the Bold,

Phillip's successor. Shortly

thereafter, Caxton was hired as an
advisor to Charles' new duchess,

the former Princess Margaret of

York, sister of Edward IV. It was at

the request of the duchess
Margaret that he resumed his

abandoned translation of a popular

French romance, The Recuyell of
the Historyes of Troye from the

French of Raoul le Fevre.



“After spending a year in Cologne learning

the art of printing, Caxton returned to

Bruges and set up a printing press, where
he published his translation of The
Recuyell, the first printed book in the

English language, around 1474. His next

publication, The Came and Play of Chess
Moralised (1474), was a translation of the

first major European work on chess, and
was the first printed book in English to

make extensive use of woodcuts. In 1476,

he returned to England and set up a
printing shop at Westminster at the sign

of the Red Pale. Here, Caxton published

such major works as Troilus and Creseide,

Morte d'Arthur, The History of Reynart
the Foxe, and The Canterbury Tales.
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“The typefaces used by Caxton

were all varieties of ‘black letter’

or ‘gothic’ type. His earlier works

were set in an early form of French

lettre batarde.



“By 1490, he had acquired a more
round and open typeface, a

textura originally used by the

Parisian printer Antoine Verard and

later favored by Caxton's successor,

Wynkyn de Worde.”



March 31

And so we come to the big day -

March 31, 2016, the 180th

anniversary of The Pickwick

Papers.

Here is the last set of images for

‘The Pickwick Years’.

(Note that, for 2001 , there is an

image relating to the episode of

Desert Island Discs which started

my interest in Pickwick.)
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The last image, for 2016, shows the draft cover
for the UK paperback edition of Death and Mr
Pickwick. There are one or two errors on the
cover which will be corrected when the
paperback is published - note, in particular, if

you zoom, the word ruse' in the first quote,
which should be 'rude' - and so this image, in this

form, makes its first and last appearance today,

here on facebook. The paperback will be
launched on May 12th in the UK, with the
American edition (bearing a different cover)
being published a month later.

In my view. The Pickwick Papers is not just a
great novel, it also has the greatest backstory of

any work of literature. The backstory cried out
to be turned into a novel itself, and so that's
what I attempted to do, in Death and Mr
Pickwick. I think few novels could generate
another novel in this way: it is another piece of
evidence that The Pickwick Papers is special.

Happy birthday, Mr Pickwick!


